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When I was recently speaking to
my Buddhism Sifu, Jing Ru, she
said that she had grown up in a

big family, with about 20 to 30 of her
family living in one big house. In old
times, it was actually quite common to
have grandparents, father and mother
and uncles and aunts and all the children
living in one compound. The family
always followed the male side because
a daughter would get married and move
to her husband’s family house. Any male
children that were born into the family
would stay in their father’s house.

In the past, children often got
married at the age of 13 or 14 years
old. If you got to the age of 20 and still
had not married, then generally you were
considered to be too old if you were a
girl and it would be difficult to find a
match. Of course, if you were a man,

then you could be married when you
were 40, 50 or older, without any
problem.

I know this is not so fair, but this
is how it was at that time, not only in
China, but also in other countries. The
reason for this was because it was up to
the male to carry on the family name. If
you were a man and did not get married,
you would be blamed and accused of
not respecting your parents. Carrying
on the next generation is very important
in old China.

Historically, men would be the
ones to do things outside of the house,
like going to war and work, and generally
they did the more physical things in the
society. This meant that the men were
generally much stronger than the women
who would stay at home. However, you
still would occasionally see women
working in the fields and carrying heavy
things because of either poverty or
because there was no man in the house
as he had gone to war or work in another
area. The most important duty for a
woman was bear and look after the
children while keeping the home.

Women are generally more
patient and more talented than men.
Men are not so good for detailed things,
and this is natural. Men do the physical
work and protect the country, while
women usually take care of the children.

“If you got to
the age of 20
and still had
not married,
you were to
be too old.”
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10 Is the Easiest Way the Best
Do you wish for an easy life? If this is your quest, then you
will have a hard time. Perhaps you should yearn for a
simpler life instead.
By Kate Britton

11 Taijiquan & Intellectual Traditions
Taijiquan fascination comes on many levels. Perhaps the
most involving thing is how philosophy is embodied in
movement.
By Glenn Gossling
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14 Losing Your Balance
Most people are looking for some sense of balance, but
how do you know when everything is on an even keel?
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We all have the power to achieve what we want, but we
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stuck, but this can be a time of metamorphosis.
By Martin Gale
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How many times have you taken what you have for
granted? Then you learn the truth in the most unexpected
places.
By Peter Andersen

20 Qi and the Lung
Qi has many functions in the body. In this article we see
how the Qi effects the lung.
By Robert Dillon

28 Genuine Taiji Master
Song Xin Gou
It is not easy to find a good
teacher, someone who is not
only good at what he does and
good at passing on his skill, but
also someone who genuinely
cares and helps his or her
students develop and grow.
One such teacher is Master
Song Xin Gou.
By Jessica Blackwell

22 Keeping a Promise – Shou Ting Part 2
Continuing the story of the orphan boy who is taken in by a
kindly man and his family.
By Michael Tse

25 Exercise for Sudden Chest Pain
When you move, you might experience a sudden stab of
pain in the chest. Here are some simple exercises to help
relieve the discomfort.
By Zeng Qingnan & Lin Daoqing

26 Taijiquan’s 5 Steps of Development
The secret to anything is practise, but you must practise
correctly or your efforts will be in vain. These five steps will
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By Michael Tse
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Kung Fu Weapons
Longquan (Taiji) Dragon Sword
Double edged straight blade, engraved & finished with brass and
copper. Comes with scabbard and tassel. (Length 81cm)
Tse Qigong Centre members £90 / Non-members £100

Kang Li Telescopic Practice Sword
Well-balanced, steel practice sword. Comes with carrying case
and tassel. (Length 71cm)
Tse Qigong Centre members £36* / Non-members £41*

Longquan Dragon Knife (Broadsword)
Engraved blade finished in copper. Includes engraved
lacquered scabbard with brass finish. (Length 77.5 cm)
Tse Qigong Centre members £95 / Non-members £105

Chinese Spear (Length 215cm)
Chrome plated spearhead with white wax wood
shaft and red ying (hair). Requires cutting to size.
Tse Qigong Centre members £52 / Non-members £57

White Wax Wood Staff (Length 200cm)
Tse Qigong Centre members £40 / Non-members £45

Wing Chun Knives - Baat Jam Dao (Length 45cm)
Tse Qigong Centre members £110 / Non-members £120

Longquan (Taiji)
Dragon Sword

Longquan
Dragon Knife
(Broadsword)

Prices include UK p&p and are by express courier service.
*telescopic sword includes UK p&p by standard post.
Please make cheques payable to ‘Michael Tse’.
Specifications may vary. Prices valid for cover dates on
this issue only. Please see the latest issue for up to date prices.

Wing Chun
Knives (Baat Jam

Dao)

To order contact:
Tse Qigong Centre PO Box 59

Altrincham WA15 8FS.
0161 929 4485.

tse@qimagazine.com.

35 The Cutting Edge
Defending youself against an assailant with a knife is never
a certainty. Here we have some methods that will give you
an edge.
By Peter Walfisz

38 The Dantian
If everything has Yin and Yang, then it must also have a
Centre, a Dantian. If you know where the Dantian is, then
you can tell Yin from Yang.
By Sihn Kei

43 Potentially Talented
Have you ever met someone who seems to be good at
everything they try? Do you ever get disheartened by this?
Don’t worry - you just need to find your own talent.
By Darryl Moy

44 Chen Style Taiji 19 Form
Chen Taijiquan is a very comprehensive system. Luckily there
is any easy step into it in the shape of the 19 movement
short form.
By Michael Tse

48 Getting off Your Plateau
Its natural to feel as if you are not getting anywhere. If you
can find your way through it, then you can jump up to another
level.
By John Hayes

49 The Illusion of Time
We with the movement of a clock’s hands or the sun moving
through the sky, but what is its true meaning?
By Adam Wallace

50 Feng Shui of the Children’s Room
Continuing our look at how the energy around us affects
our children.
By Michael Tse

52 Liao Fan’s Four Lessons.
Continuing the serialisation of Liao Fan.
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POBox POBox POBox...

15 Years of

This year sees the Tse Qigong Celebrating it’s 15 Anniversay! The old saying is
true, “Time Flies by when your having a good time. Seventeen years ago Sifu
Michael Tse come to the UK and began teaching. Supported by his teachers,
Grandmaster Yang Meijun, Grandmaster Wu Chun Yuen, Grandmaster Ip Chun
and Grandmaster Chen Xiao Wang, his teaching have spread out all over the

world. The aim of the Centre is to pass down the traditional skills and improve the
health of the students. Over this time more and more people have benefitted from
these skills and many have dedicated large parts of their life to practising them. Some
have even become instructors themselves and so help to pass the skill on even further.

From the small seed that was set down in Manchester, England, the tree has
sprouted, blossomed and grown, and now the Centre has branches in the

USA, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Italy, Australia and New Zealand.
To celebrate this occassion, Master Tse and his students will
be holding a special demonstration of MartialArts and Qigong

and a workshop in London ont he 23 July 2005.
An optional workshop will follow and you will be

able to try some of the skills you have just witnessed.
Even if you are already a student, it is a good opportunity
to try something you have not done before.

The whole day promises to be a fun, educational
and action packed day. We hope that you will able to join

us in our celebrations. See you there!
For full details contact: Tse Qigong Centre PO Box 59,

Altrincham, WA15 8FS, tel 0161 929 4485, tse@qimagazine.com

A small sample of the demonstrations
which will be presented are:-

Qigong:
Wild Goose Qigong
Dayan Palm
Qigong healing transmission
Fragrance transmission

Chun Yuen Quan:
Yang Family Spear
Green Swallow Fist
Great Sadness Gong
Long Tassel Green Dragon Sword

Wing Chun Kuen
Blindfolded Chi Sau
Self defense against attackers
Baat Jam Dao
Wing Chun pole fighting

Chen Taijiquan
New Frame
Cannon Fist-Pao Chui
Spring & Autumn Big Broadsword
Taiji Straight Sword

Hard Qigong
Cement slabs and bricks
broken over the body
Spears broken against the
throat

Tse Qigong Centre
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Questions
from
Students in
Classes,
Letters and
Seminars
Water Qi
Q. We take in Qi from the air, via

breathing, but I was wondering if
water has a connection with Qi, or if
it has anything to do what so ever
with Qi.

A: Yes, but only a very small percentage.
Air is not just air, but also has moisture
in it. Our can also absorb a lot of
moisture from the atmosphere, from
rain, humidity, etc. The body uses
moisture to transport Qi inside the
body. As long as the things we take in
are not poison or pollution, then it
will become part of our body and
benefit it.

Mastering Skill
Q. How does a person become a

master?
A: The first thing to be a master is to be

a good student. You cannot be a good
master without first being a good
student. The other things which makes
a person a good master are heart and
skill. Without a good heart, then you
will have a lot of students who will
betray you because they will follow
you as an example. Without
enough skill, even though
you have a good
heart, you will only
be a good

s t u d e n t
a n d
brother or sister
in your martial art or
Qigong family, not a
master. To be a good
master, you need good
skill. Good skill is when
your standard is 80% or
even better than the
standard of your teacher. If

your standard is less than this, then
you should keep practising and
developing yourself.

Punching Power
Q. When you punch, where does the

strength for the punch come from?
A: In martial arts, everyone wants to have

a powerful punch and many people
will lift weights, do press ups, punch
into sand or use a punching bag.
However, they are missing the most

important thing. If you want a
powerful punch, you need to train the
legs. There is nothing glamorous
about leg training and a lot of people
will give up because it is not so easy.
It takes patience and time to develop
the legs. Actually, when we train the
legs, it is not the legs we are
developing. It is the bones and
kidneys. Our legs are like the roots of
a tree. The deeper and stronger the
roots, the more energy they can take

from the soil to feed the rest
of the tree. The roots

will hold the tree
steady as it
grows and
balances it.

In Traditional
C h i n e s e
Medicine, the
kidneys are
related to the
bones and
marrow. If the
kidneys are
strong, then
the bones and
marrow will be
strong. Qi (Jing
Qi) comes
from the
kidneys and
this then
creates the
marrow and
the marrow
then feeds
thebones. So
if you want a
s t r o n g

punch, it will come
from your legs and
from your Dantian.
Strong kidneys will
also give you strong
concentration and
confidence.

Training the
body by using punching bags or lifting
weights, will only develop external
muscles. It does not develop internal
Qi. That is why some martial artists
cannot carry on to practise their skill
when they are forty, fifty or sixty and
seventy years old. They have only
created outside energy and do not
have internal training to keep their
body healthy, flexible and strong. So
if they injure a joint, then it is very
hard for them to recover because they
do not have enough internal Qi to go

“When we train the
legs, it is not the legs
we are developing.”
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to the problem area and heal it. Internal Qi is not just about
power, it is also for healing and health. Some people will
think that having an operation to fix the joint problem but
this will not help the problem and can even make it worse
because you lose the original energy and structure of the
tendons, bones and Qi and nerves.

Streching
One’s Limits
Q. Some doctors say that

when we do stretching,
we should not
‘bounce’ the body in
order to push it to
stretch more. Is this
right?

A: If we do not listen
to our bodies, we
can injure
ourselves even
while walking or
even brushing our
teeth. We need to
be responsible for
our bodies and
our actions.
Many times I say
to people, “Listen
to your body.”
That does not
mean that if you
feel some pressure
that you should
stop doing
something. Even
myself, if I have not
practised a particular
form for a few days
might feel a bit sore
afterwards and this is
natural.
When I say listen to
your body, I mean that
you should develop your

sense of what health and take things step by step, moving
gently if you are stiff, but still moving. When we do stretching,
we should do so slowly and take it easy because our bodies
may not be very strong.

But if we practise everyday, we know how far we can push.
We should practise regularly, not just once in awhile.
Someone will usually get injuries when they try to push
themselves too far or try something too strong when they
have not warmed up or when they try something when
they have not practised for awhile. If the body is not ready,
then anyone be can injured.
That is why everyday when I practise, I do the Chun Yuen
warm up and stretching. This opens all the channels in the
body very quickly and creates heat for the tendons and
joints. It increases circulation so that the Qi and blood are
flowing more strongly. When the channels are open and the
Qi is moving, then it is not so easy to get an injury. Even so,
we should take things step by step.
It just like when you get a new car and go to park in your
garage which is very small garage. At first, you are not

sure of things and are very careful for pulling in and out.
As you get more comfortable, then you know how to

judge the distance very easily and so you almost do
not even have to look because you know what feels
right. It is the same for stretching….listen to your
body!

General:
Every year around Christmas and Chinese

New Year (which falls between the end of January
and early February) everyone is busy buying
presents or making calls to parents and friends
and other family. In addition to honouring
families, these particular holidays are a good time
to contact people you do not often hear from or
with whom you have lost contact. In China, any
students will also make sure that they send or
give their teacher something special on Chinese
New Year. This traditional way brings good
feelings and luck to both parties and makes
everyone feel good for the coming New Year.

As a martial art and Qigong teacher, I
have my own teachers to send cards or make
calls to. I actually enjoy this excuse to talk to
my teachers and say hello and find out how

they are doing. They are like my family and
without them, I would not have the skills that I

am able to pass down to my all of you. I also
think about those teachers who have passed away,

like Yang Mei Jun and Wu Chun Yuen
and will honour them on Chinese New
Year.

I know that many of you also
feel the same as I have received a lot
of cards and presents from my students
and grand-students this year. I am very
lucky to have so many good people in
the Centre and I appreciate all of you
who sent cards or called or sent a
present on Chinese New Year,
Christmas or on my birthday, which is

very close to Chinese New Year. I have them hanging in my
home on a special board which has gotten so full that I have
to keep rotating the cards. Thanks to all of you who
remembered me this year and in the past years as well with
your cards, calls and gifts.

“We should practise
regularly, not just once
in awhile.”
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News::::: Demos & SeminarsNews::::: Demos & Seminars
Chi Sau Day –
Manchester, UK
In February, Manchester hosted the first
Chi Sau day of 2005. It attracted students
from Manchester, Chester, Liverpool and
other parts of the Northwest of the UK
who were keen to improve their skills and
get to know each other better.

Chi Sau (Sticking Hands) is a
integral part of Wing Chun training.
During Chi Sau you learn how to make
your Wing Chun work by using all the
hand positions and
techniques to counter
an opponent’s attack
or launch one of your
own. It teaches you
sensitivity, timing,
distance and very
importantly, when,
how and why certain
techniques will work
and when they will not.
So it is very important
to practise this a lot
with as many
different people as
possible. This gives
you more
experience
so your skill
will really
improve.

Everyone
at the
s e m i n a r
commented
that it was
only after a
few hours of
training that
they became more aware of when they
were using too much strength. This
enabled them to relax and let go and so
their sensitivity increased because of this.
The four hours went by so quickly that
when the time was up, no one wanted
to stop training and everyone was keen
to have another day soon.

Hard Qigong
Level I, London,UK
Hard Qigong has its own special magic.
Just the name alone conjures up all kinds
of images of bare headed monks
performing feats of endurance. The Tse
Qigong Centre has been teaching Hard
Qigong for a number of years and each
time a course is held, it attracts people

from all over the UK and further a field.
This year was noexception and this course
proved to be one of the most popular to
date with fifty students travelling from
all over the UK, Norway, Sweden,
Germany and Italy.

Many of students already had
some martial arts background and had
seen some Hard Qigong demonstrated,
but none of them had any ideas as to
what the training really involved. Many
considered themselves already quite fit
from previous physical conditioning, they
soon realised that Hard Qigong is a very

d i f f e r e n t
kind of
training.

The emphasis on Level I is to make
the internal body – the organs, the
marrow, the bones and muscles – all very
healthy. Without good internal health,
your skill cannot develop a good level.
The breathing techniques in Hard Qigong
are dramatically different and unique and
are how the body takes in Qi so that it
can develop.

It was good to see many ladies
also attending the course and they all
picked up the exercises very well. Some
were attending just to improve their
health, but as the weekend progressed
and they discovered they could do the
exercises, their confidence grew along
with an interest in progressing to another

level. They will all have an opportunity,
as on 11 June 2005, the testing for Level
I will be offered and anyone passing will
be able to join the Level II Hard Qigong
seminar in 17/18 September 2005.
Neither of these courses will be offered
next year, so do not miss the chance!

Damo Staff –
Hawaii
In Hawaii, warriors would often carry
spears for gleaning their dinner or for

protecting themselves from
wild boar or worse. So it was
with a sense of déjà vu that
some of the locals students
in Hawaii picked up their
staffs. However, any latent
memories were soon
dispelled as the staffs were
twirled, spun and woven
between fingers in a series
of warm-up exercises.

The Damo Staff from
Northern China is from the
Chun Yuen tradition of skill.
It is a traditional form that
has many martial art
applications as well as

movements for
i m p r o v i n g
p o s t u r e ,
stretching and
loosening the
joints and
creating more
flexibility in the
body. This
particular form,
when performed
properly, is very
beautiful and
one can see the
clear lines that

body and staff create when in harmony.
Today, not many people have an

opportunity to learn such a special form
as much of the weapon skills seen today
are choreographed for speed and flash
for Wushu competitions. As a result, it is
usually only young people who are able
to perform them. However, the Chun
Yuen Damo Staff was still practised by
Master Wu Chun Yuen even when he was
in his late seventies. Many people have
found that it has helped with shoulder
and neck problems, coordination and
even arthritis. If one can master all the
techniques of the staff, it will help
improve all other weapon forms and
create a light body for bare handed forms.

News::::: Demos & Seminars

The Hard Qigong Enthusiasts

Learning one of the movements

Posing with the Damo Staff
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Everyday we receive many letters from people all over the world, sometimes asking for advice, sometimes just
sharing their experience. Unless specifically asked otherwise, we will consider these letters for possible
publication in Qi Magazine. In this way, we all come together like a family and share and help each other.
That is the reason I began Qi Magazine and particularly the PO Box. - Michael Tse

If there is anything you wish to share with others, any news or any announcements you would like to make,
send them to us. We also welcome articles (800 - 1000 words in length) on appropriate topics..

Please write to:

UK
Qi Magazine
PO Box 59,

Altrincham WA15 8FS. UK.
email tse@qimagazine.com

USA
Tse Qigong Centre

PO Box 15807,
Honolulu, HI 96830. USA.

email tse@wildgooseqigong.com

Someone asked the advantage of
using a staff over a spear. The staff is a
very flexible weapon which can be used
on both ends for attacking. It can also
be used for shorter range fighting. The
spear is much longer and is used for
longer distance fighting. The staff is much
easier to carry around, only coming up
to the top of your ears in height or
eyebrow level.

When you practise the Damo Staff
and begin to be friends with your weapon,
then it will find all of your other weapon
forms improved as well.

Chen Taiji
Pao Chui (Cannon
Fist), London, UK
The Old Frame of Chen Tajiiquan is the
oldest from of Tajiquan. It contains two
forms, the first form, Yilu, is the form
that the Yang style for Tajiquan evolved
from. The second form, Erlu is sometimes
better known as Cannon Fist - Pao Chui.
Cannon Fist is quite a different
experience from the first form. The
emphais of this form is to teach you to
develop power and Fajing, so the form
is much more dynamic. It is the Yang part
for Chen Taijiquan.

It is this different taste that
attracted people from all over the country
to this seminar and this was also the first
time that the Tse Qigong Centre has
taught this form in a seminar. The basics
of Tajiquan were reinforced at the
begining becasue although the form is
more powerful, it still follows the same
principles as the first form (Yilu), as
without these principles, the movements
will be blocked, restricing the flow of Qi
and so restricting the Fajing. These
principles also make the body healthy
and strong and so their importance for
especially appreciated by the attendees.
The second part of the course will take
place on June 18 and 19.

Pushing Hands
Day, London, UK
The Tajii practitioners were spoilt at the
begining for the year. Not only could
they start to learn the Pao Chui, they
also had a day of Pushing Hands. Pushing
Hands is an exercises where pracitioners
train together and try to utilise the
teachinques and applications. It is the
Taiji equivalent to Chi Sau (Sticking

Hands) in Wing Chun. This is a very
important part of training Taiji, as without
it you will not fully understand what
Taijiquan is and so never reach a very
high level. The purpose of Pushing Hands
is to develop sensitivity so that you can
tell what your opppnent is doing. There
is sometimes a tendancy for Pushing
Hands to turn into a simple wrestling
match where the stronger opponent will
win rather that the more skillful. This was
the emphasis of the days training, to
avoid using strength and to develop the
genuine skill. Training correctly not only
improves your skill more quickly, it is also
a lot of fun.

Everyone who attended learnt a
lot and enjoyed themselves and were a
little bit closer to being able to use on
ounce to overcome one thousand.

Wing Chun
Instructor Course
The Tse Qigong Centre did not hold a
Wing Chun Instructors Course last year,
so the course in March was eagerly
awaited. To become an instructor takes
time and dedication, you must have
studied for at least three years and then
be nominated by your own teacher. Then
you are just starting out on your journey.
This years course saw the coming
together of old faces as well as new ones.
The content of each course is always
slightly different from the last, however
the course always aims to find ways of
improving the skills students already
have, and more importantly showing the
would-be instructor how to communicte
their skill and find confidende in their
knowledge and ability. However, there
is always some nervous tension as the
course does involve testing and assessing
their skill.

The first day allowed the students
to relax a little as this comprised of

polishing their forms, skill, clearing up
any confusion and answering all their
questions. The great thing about Wing
Chun is that everything has to make
sense and be quite straight forwards, if
something does not make sense, then it
is not just a matter of practise and hoping
that it will one day suddenly make sense,
in fact it usually means that there is a
gap in your understanding. However,
once this is cleared up, then you know
how you should be pracitising and so you
can develop you skill. This point
emphasised as it also meant that when
teaching instructors had to be clear in
their explanations so that their students
could also learn this clarity. The only test
on this day was the written exam, that
had been personlly set my Master Tse. It
caused a little sweat and scratching of
heads, but if you had done your
homework was not so bad.

The next day started bright and
early and this involved many practical
tests. Students’ forms were tested along
with their understanding. This was then
followed by an assessment of their Chi
Sau ability. This is quite a tricky topic to
examine as their is no definitive way in
which to mark someone. The final test
was the self defence section. Each person
was given nine separate senarios inwhich
they had to defend themselves in.

The end of the course saw the
awarding of certifictes and passing out
of marks. Everyone was pushed, however
they all responded. As you would expect,
in some areas there was room for a lot
of improvement and in less work needed.
However the parting message was,
however they did, just keep going, if
they felt they did not fair so well, they
should not feel too down hearted, and if
they did very well, they should not feel
too satisfied. At the end of the day we
are all still moving forwards and are not
the finished article yet!
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Women have milk but men do not, so
we cannot do their job.

However, in rich families,
women did not need to work
every day, but just enjoy their
life. If their husband worked for
the government in a high
position, these women did not
even have to feed their babies,
but would have what was called
a ‘milk mother’ to feed the
baby. These were usually
peasant girls who had more
than enough milk for their own
baby and someone else’s as
well.

But that was a long time
ago and it is not so common to
find an extended family living
all together like Jing Ru Sifu.
She became a nun when she
was a young woman, but before
this she had a normal life and
worked and helped her family.
Her family was very big with lots
of uncles and aunts and her
grandparents as well. She told
me that no one in her family
ever raised their voices to each
other and no one ever swore or
released their emotions on each
other. She said that
they all lived in
harmony together.

I would say
that this kind of
situation is very
rare in families
today because of
family education.
When I grew up, no
one in my family
swore or drank or
smoked in our
family. This was
because my
parents did not do
this and so we
brothers and my sister did not do this
either.

Now we are all older and only one
of my brothers smokes and drink. The
rest of us do not, even now, and when
we do argue, we do not swear at each
other. I really appreciate what my parents
did for us by bringing us up in this way. I
can then try and carry on this attitude

for my own life, even though sometimes
I am not always so good.

This reminds me of a story about
two families. These families lived quite
close together. One family was always
arguing with each other, but in the other

family, no one ever got angry and they
all got on well together. One day, the
families met up with each in the market
place while shopping. The members of
the arguing family asked the other family,
“How is it that your family does not
argue?” They all looked at each other
and then the father of the no argument
family answered, “We do not argue
because we are all bad people.”

The arguing family was a bit
shocked at this answer and asked if the
father could explain. They did not
understand. The father answered, “For
example, when something happens, like
someone breaking a dish, anyone of us

will immediately say, ‘Oh! It is my
mistake. I am sorry!’ No one has
to blame anyone else as everyone
else will say we are at fault first. In
this way, no one has a problem
with each other. Instead of
considering ourselves to be right,
we put ourselves lower and take
the blame, even if we were not
the one to cause the problem.”

“However,” the father
continued, “in your family,
everyone thinks they are a good
person. So when things go wrong,
it is always someone else’s fault
because you all think you are
right.”

The arguing family all
nodded in understanding. This story
is very true. We always think that
the problem is because of someone
else or that we are always right.
However, we all make mistakes,
but the most important thing is to
not set a bad example to our
children or else they will copy us.

Arguments in families are
often just patterns that are
repeated from habit. I have a
temper and so sometimes it is hard
to control, even though I know that

we should not let our
emotions get the
best of our
reasoning. If we let
our emotions lead
us, we will not see
things clearly and we
can make mistakes. If
we can slow down
ourselves a little bit,
and try to step back
from things, then we
cancool down instead
of reacting straight
away.

When we see
little children throwing tantrums or
shouting and crying, we want to correct
them, but we should also think about
where they learned to be like this. Our
children are reflections of ourselves.

“When things go wrong,
it is always someone
else’s fault because you
all think you are right.”
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I have recently acquired a lawn. It is
something I have never had before,
having always seen them as

something of a nuisance. They need a
lot of care and attention, not least of
all, constant cutting. In the past, my
gardens have all been too small to
warrant such a high maintenance
feature. However, now that I have a
bigger garden, and I can do all my
Taijiquan and Qigong training at home
instead of going to the park, I am afraid
most of the lawn must remain. I have
nibbled bits off around the edges to
create a garden with a bit more interest,
but the bulk of it is still there.

Daunted by the prospect of
maintaining such a large area of grass
set me thinking about what I wanted from
it. It needs to be hard wearing because
I will be walking, spinning and jumping
on it all year round, and it also needs to
be a foil for the plants and shrubs that
border it so that my garden is not just a
practise ground, but has some semblance
of beauty about it. But does it really
need to be a sterile sward of uniform
grass blades? As long as it stays green
and cuts well, does it really matter how
much of it is actually grass plants? Not
having to worry about
weed killing would cut
the maintenance
considerably. My lawn,
and I use the term
loosely, has a very low
percentage of grass in
it, being mostly clover,
with the addition of
some other weeds. But
I am not the only one
to make use of it. I
enjoy watching the
robins and blackbirds probing its depths
with their beaks in search of a tasty
morsel. And a hedgehog makes nightly
visits judging by the droppings left behind
each morning. What are their needs
and how would they fare being exposed
to liberal doses of weedkiller? All our
demands must be catered for.

Cutting it posed another problem.
What kind of mower to get? I hate the

insidious whine of electric mowers and
knew I would find using one a real chore,
especially with all the palaver of finding
a convenient socket to plug it into, and
then keeping the cable away from the
cutter. I set my heart on a hand mower,
with its gentle sound so redolent of the
summer Sunday afternoons of my
childhood. You can just wheel them out
and start mowing, with no fuss, just a
little physical effort. Finding one,
however, proved to
be a problem.
M o d e r n
versions are
apparent ly
very little use
since they do
not have
e n o u g h
weight in
them and
just bounce
over the
t o u g h e r
tufts of
grass. The
local chap
who does
repairs and

sells second hand mowers, did not deal
in hand mowers as the spares are no
longer available. However, I eventually
tracked one down at the recycling shop
at our local tip. For a fiver I have a
dream machine that does a better job
than either of my neighbours’ electric
ones, and I can almost say I enjoy cutting
the lawn.

Only one thing was now needed
to complete my project. Friends looked

Is the Easiest Way Best?
at me aghast when I asked them if they
had any daisies in their lawn that they
could let me have. “But they are weeds.
They spread like mad. Once you have
got one the whole lawn will soon be full
of them.” But have you ever stopped
to look at daisies on a lawn? En masse,
they are bright stars punctuating the
blandness. Singly they are beautiful,
rose tinted buds that open to pure white.
Through a magnifying glass the bright

yellow centre is a tight
mass of individual
florets. A weed, after
all, is only a plant in the
wrong place. And who
says a lawn should just
be green? I prefer
mine to be natural, and
for nature to enjoy it

too. We can all get sucked in to doing
things the way most others do. Many
people probably think I am mad not to
make life easy for myself with modern
technology. But for me, using an electric
mower is a noisy chore, while using a
push mower is exercise. Perhaps
sometimes we should dare to be
different and do things the way that suits
our own needs instead

By Kate Britton.
kate@qimagazine.com

“A weed, after all,
is only a plant in
the wrong place.”

Life is full of examples where in the quest for convenience things have gone
wrong. The best way is by definition the best way, it is not a matter of whether is it
easy or hard.
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Scholars were trying to grasp a whole
range of oriental philosophies and
tended to group things together in

a somewhat simplified way and that
emphasised the concerns that were
current in Western intellectual circles at
the time.

Thus for example the ‘standard’
translation of the Yijing by Richard
Wilhelm takes a Western posit ivist
attitude and more or less discounts its
role as an oracle for prediction. Similarly,
it does not make it clear that it is not a
‘straight translation’ of the Yijing text, but
is based on the Neo-Taoist interpretation
of Wang Bi and follows his organisation
and ordering. Tobe fair Wang Bi’s revision
of the Yijing is one of the most respected
and authoritative interpretations, but
nowadays we can and should expect a
little more clarity.

Because the early days of
scholarship set the terms by which the
West understands Chinese traditions, the
common understanding in the West is still
somewhat straight jacketed by the use
of inaccurate and approximate language.

Confucianism is actually a
Western term that developed in the
eighteenth century and there is not really
a Chinese equivalent. The closest
Chinese term is ‘Rujia’ which means
‘the scholarly tradition’. This better
expresses the Chinese notion
that Confucius (Kong Fu Zi
- 551 - 479BCE) was not
actually the founder of a
philosophy so much as
a transmitter of a
tradit ion that
extended back two
millennia before
him to the sage
kings Yao and
Shun. The notion
of a scholarly
tradition also places
Confucius as one person

in a tradition that also extends forwards.
Undoubtedly, Confucius is still the major
figure in that tradition, but we should
also recognise other significant
contributions - see table 1.

The entry of Chinese traditions into Western consciousness has followed a
slow and arduous path. A lot of the common understandings of Chinese
traditions were set early on when European scholars were just scratching the
surface of Chinese learning.

Taijiquan & Chinese
Intellectual Traditions

Similarly Daoism (Taoism) is also
a Western term. What we understand as
Daoism is actually a conglomeration of
three Chinese terms: Dao Jia (school of
the way), Dao Jiao (traditions of the way)

Meng Zi
Who emphasised Confucian moral
idealism and social criticism.

Hsun-Tsu
Who emphasised the importance of the
‘mind’ as the basis for morality.

Ssu-ma Chien
The Confucian historian.

Tung Chung-shu
Who examined Confucian metaphysics
and linked the Five Elements to the five
Confucian virtues and also the major
Neo-Confucian thinkers of the Song
Dynasty:

Chou Tun-I
Who was responsible for the famous Taiji
diagram.

Shao Yung
Who developed the Bagua diagrams.

Chang Tsai, the brothers
Cheng Hao and Cheng I as
well as Chu Hsi
Who attempted to synthesise the
traditions of Confucianism, Daoism and
Buddhism.

Table 1
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Christine Barbier - NorthumberlandChristine Barbier - Northumberland

and Dao Shu (arts of the way). Dao Jia
can loosely be regarded as ‘philosophical
Daoism’. This is the area of Daoism that
gave us works like the Dao de Jing (Tao
Te Ching) and the Zhuangzi (Chuang
Tzu). Dao Jiao can be understood as
‘religious Daoism’. In some respects this
area of Daoism grew out of popular
Chinese folk religion and is concerned
with ritual and celebrations connected to
the festivals of the year, funerals and
births, etc. It is also connected to the
monastic traditions. The third term Dao
Shu is concerned with energy practices
such as breathing techniques,
movements and meditation. It is the area
associated with Chinese Medicine and
Qigong.

Of course in practice there is a
degree of interconnection between Dao
Jia, Dao Jiao and Dao Shu. A number of
the religious Daoist sects have been
informed by visions of Laozi (Lao Tzu)
and the Dao de Jing has attained an
almost scriptural authority. Dao Shu
practices were often used or developed
within the monastic traditions of Dao
Jiao. The Zhuangzi is one of the earliest
textual records of meditation and
breathing techniques like ‘fixing on the
one’ or ‘sitting in forgetfulness’. Many

forms of Qigong or medical practices
explicitly draw on the principles of
philosophical texts like the Yijing.

In the West the understanding of
Daoism is a little unbalanced. Dao Jia
traditions have received far more
attention than Dao Jiao and Dao Shu.
This is easily understandable as
philosophy is a well established discipline
in Western universities and the Western
academics, who are responsible for most
of the translations, primarily work from
a textual tradition. Thus there are
numerous translations of Laozi and
Zhuangzi, but it is far more difficult to
find translations of Ge Hong or even
major compendiums like the Guanzi.
Similarly, very little attention has been
paid to the Confucian aesthetics of
music, despite the fact that Confucius
viewed music as being an integral
component to his understanding of
morality.

Similarly, the Dao Shu traditions
have often been introduced to the West
through schools of martial arts. Martial
artists, like scholars, have their own
preconceptions and interests. Thus
although most Western martial artists
may know the odd quote from the Dao
de Jing, received second hand from Enter

the Dragon, understanding of the
Chinese traditions is often just a confused
combination of the more mystical
elements of Buddhism and Daoism. Just
as nowadays we can expect more clarity,
context and precision from academic
translations, so it is with the martial
traditions.

There should be a clarity around
what is being studied. Doing Shaolin
Kung Fu does not make you a Buddhist.
Similarly, to be a student of Taijiquan does
not mean that you are a Daoist or a
philosopher. Though that being said, if
you wanted to become a Daoist,
Taijiquan could complement that
discipline, and reading the classics can
often help give insight into your Taiji.

This imbalance in the West is
gradually being addressed. Scholars are
continuously broadening the range of
texts and translations available.
Traditional Chinese Medicine is making
huge inroads. The techniques and
principles of Qigong are becoming more
widely known. In all of this Taijiquan has
a central position to play. More than any
other martial art it can draw together the
many elements of the Chinese traditions
in a balanced, coherent and relevant
way

by Glenn Gossling.
glenn@qimagazine.com

Instructor Insight

One day at work a colleague sent an email asking if anybody was interested in trying out Qigong. This was my Sifu, Martin
Hird, who overhearing a conversation between two ladies discussing their health problems. He thought that Qigong may
help them and started a class. After the while the class moved away from work and others joined.
I did not know what Qigong was and I went along to see if it could help with my

chronic stress symptoms. At the end of the first class my mind was very calm and I could
remember the exercises to practice them during that first week.

The Qigong skill appeared very different from anything else I had tried before. There
was the individual attention from Sifu, the exercises that looked simple but felt powerful,
the practice at home, which I managed to keep going because it made me feel better, the
“centre” in Manchester, the stories, the exercises names. This was no ordinary class.

At first I noticed the effects on my physical body:- calmer mind, less tension, more
balance and happiness, satisfaction to keep a long-term commitment without getting bored.
Then later, reading the Qi Magazine and the books published by Sigong, I discovered the
Chinese culture, values and traditions. This was like travelling to a far away country whilst
staying at home.

Then one day Sifu said that he was moving away from the area and would I like to
carry on the class. After a period of transition, I was kindly invited to attend the instructor’s
course in summer 2004 and met with the Qigong “family”.

This is the story of my Qigong journey so far. Teaching has added another dimension
to the learning, with students encouraging the process through their questions.

I hope that I can help others discover their true level of good health and happiness.
In the meantime, I thank Sifu and all in the Qigong family for their welcome, friendliness
and support.

Christine is qualified
to teach Dayan Qigong

Syllabus and can be
contacted on: 01434 682 018
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When learning Tui Shou (push
hands) in Taijiquan, one of the
first principles to absorb is to

never jeopardise your posture, never
allow your stance to become distorted.
This requires Song Jing (relaxed energy),
Ting Jing (listening energy, sensitivity) and
Peng Jing (ground connection).
Maintaining all this whilst engaging with
a lively Tui Shou partner is difficult and
has to be practiced (and lost!) many times
before we get the knack. When applying
or responding to a technique it’s difficult
not to tighten up, not to lean too far,
not to just use strength.

In life too, maintaining a good
equilibrium can be hard. In Buddhism we
use the analogy of the eight worldly
winds to help keep us focused. The
eight worldly winds, or forces that
can pull us from our centre, are
praise and blame, fame and
shame, loss and gain, pleasure
and pain. As in push hands,
leaning too far in any
direction can lead to trouble.

The past year has
seen quite a few
celebrities topple from
public esteem because
of drugs, sexual
excesses, financial
dealings etc. The
plummet from
fame to shame,
whether des-
erved or not,
seems to be a
swift one! I
suppose it’s nice
to be well known, to be
recognised in the street, to be regarded
as “important”, but the more intense the
public gaze, the more that can be
revealed, exploited or derided in one’s
character and daily life. And of course,
today’s “golden boy” can easily become
tomorrow’s scapegoat. We see the rapid
change from praise to blame all the time,
especially in politics, showbiz and football
management.

Pleasure and pain as opposites
are easily understood. A chocolate bar is
nice but, ten will make you sick. Having

a boyfriend or girlfriend is wonderful but
having two or three is a recipe for
disaster! A little pain can actually be
pleasant, like the slight ache in muscles
after a good seminar or a day in the
garden. But too much pain and we
become mad things, screaming and
lashing out. So - a little pleasure/pain
swing - good, too much of either and
we’re heading for trouble. And when we
begin to confuse the two - well, that’s
another article!

Finally loss and gain. It’s nice to
buy a new CD or two but buy twenty
and you’ll never listen to them all
properly. Winning a million or two on the
lottery sounds very joyful but the
newspapers often run stories on people
that are very unhappy after their big win.
It’s all fun and games for a year, then
depression, lack of purpose and a sense
of unreality set in. Strange but true and
we all think we’d do better. Almost losing
your wallet or a good friend can be good,
as it makes you more aware of your
carelessness but actually losing money

Losing Your Balance
or a friend is very unpleasant. Losing a
bit of weight may make you feel lighter,
more energetic, but lose too much and
you’ll feel listless and look awful. Balance
is important.

Losing at Tui Shou is good for you
because you can work out what you’re
doing wrong and improve your skill. Every
opponent is different and teaches you
something. Just because you beat X and
he beats Y, doesn’t automatically mean

that you’ll beat Y
too. He may have

the one technique
perfected that is your

weakness. Differences in
height, weight,
temperament are all
factors too. What makes
you successful with one
opponent (or situation)
may not work with
another. Have a strong

spirit, don’t quit, but don’t let your mind
and your emotions get pulled out of
shape, even if your body does. Each
opponent, each situation is helping you
to improve.

Don’t get angry, resentful, anxious
or depressed about victory or loss. Its
opposite will show up sooner or later. Too
much of anything will lead to stagnation
and collapse. Don’t get too worried if you
appear to be stuck in life or things aren’t
going well. Eventually, like the wind,
everything changes

by Julian Wilde.
jules@qimagazine.com

In order to maintain a balance in life, you have to pay attention to the
things about you and be sensititve enough to adjust when you need to. The
same is true in Taijiquan and Pushing Hands as without this how can you
regonise Yin from Yang?

“Have a
strong spirit

and don’t
quit.”
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Qigong practice has at its heart the
intention to heal. This deep
motivation opens us to the forces

of healing within and around us. We
learn an attitude of respect and
‘listening’. Our presence is alive to all
possibilities and our choice of action is
congruent and wholehearted.

When we relax our mind, the
body follows – we feel relaxed. So what
does it take for this initial relaxation? We
have to trust the skill as it is taught, so it
can bring us to an experience of inner
peace. Relaxed movement can only
come from a peaceful heart that fears
nothing. Which is why it can take time
and practise to learn how to relax more
deeply.

At first when we relax, we may
start to feel vulnerable, tense and
unprotected. We then feel the
movement of energy through the body
– fingers or legs may tremble and we
start to sweat. The body is adjusting to
a new way of being. Yet gradually, less
tension feels more comfortable, except
perhaps, in certain situations. In daily
life, we may feel quite relaxed until
something happens to upset us. At
least this is how it seems. On
reflection, this something only
upsets us if we allow it to do so –
or why is it that something that

bothers me does not affect everybody in
the same way? It is my perception of
the situation that determines how I react.

It follows, that when we are tense
or upset, we are not at peace within
ourselves. We identify with a partial view
of things and lose our center – becoming

defensive and volatile. It is sometimes
challenging to admit just how often this
happens and what acts as a trigger for
the ‘loss’ of peace. Just becoming aware
of such facts and choosing to change our
minds about the triggers, can be the start
of renewed faith and trust in the path of
healing.

During Qigong practice, we allow
ourselves to let go of our preoccupations
for a while at least. When we notice our
minds getting distracted by thoughts of
recent encounters or experiences, we

start to become aware of the patterns to
them. If they are too persistent, it may
be better to wait a while before
resuming a more focused practice.
However, often the simple awareness is
enough for us to let go of the thoughts
and allow our minds and hearts to clear.

Our intent can lead either to harmony or conflict. With words we
wield the power to help and heal or to criticise and harm. This can be
felt in the body and seen in the health of the cells

Power and Intent
Then we are open to insights and
creativity.

Intention leads the Qi, which leads
the body. Therefore, the most important
thing is the mind – where we give birth
to the intention. It is this motivation
which lies behind all our actions and gives
rise to conflict or healing. A peaceful
heart reflects the motivation and the goal
of peace and health.

Consider an argument between
two people. Conflict can be diffused by
agreeing to disagree, which sets them
free to experience the Truth – of love and

acceptance – that lies behind their
relative truths. Then it is possible

to set a common
goal where both

people win.
If our

h a p p i n e s s
depends on

others, we are
not free – let
them go and we

experience true
power and inner

peace. Once we
accept someone or
a situation and let
them be,
regardless of their
views, looks or
behaviour, then
we free
ourselves also.
We can take
action with a
clear mind and
open heart to find
a way forward
that benefits all.

Eventually we
discover that true power can only be
shared. Paradoxically, in order to be
powerful, we have to give up the desire
to control. Instead, we just get involved
by taking an active interest in life, people
and situations. Time falls away and there
is real communication, the experience
confirms our intention

By Helen Massy.
helenm@qimagazine.com

“Intention
leads the Qi,
which leads the body”
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Through the cases disscusses in last issue, I realised that a lot of women have
family problems which affect their emotions, and as a result there is Liver Qi
stagnation, together with other pathogenic factors, such as Damp-Phlegm, Liver Fire,
Blood stasis etc. Long term stagnation of these factors can cause breast cancer.

Breast Cancer & the Emotions
Principal Treatments:

Surgery, radiotherapy, chemo-
therapy and hormone treatment are four
main treatment methods of cancer.

If combined with TCM, the patient
can be helped to recover physically and
mentally. TCM will lessen the side effects
of the above Western treatments and
improve the quality of life, and increase
the patient’s confidence to live and enjoy
life.

According to TCM differentiation,
the basic principles of making a
prescription are as follows:
Tonify the Qi to strengthen the
immune system:
Ren Shen, Xi Yang Shen, Ling Zhi,Huang
Qi, Bai Zhu.
Clear away Heat and detoxify:
Xia Ku Cao, She She Cao, Pu Gong Ying,
Ban Bian Lian, Ban Zhi Lian.
Regulate the Qi and promote blood
circulation:
Yan Hu Suo, Li Zhi He, Chuan Lian Zi,
Dang Gui, Dan Shen.
Eliminate Damp and resolve Phlegm:
Cang Zhu, Yi Yi Ren, Fu Ling, Gua Lou
Pi, Zhe Bei Mu.
Soften the hardness and resolve the
lumps:
Mu Li, Hai Zao, Kun Bu.

After operation, more blood stasis:
add San Qi.

After radiotherapy and chemotherapy:
Consume Yin Essence, add Tian Hua Fen,
Bei Sha Shen, Jin Yin Hua.
Hair loss, add He Shou Wu, Sang Shen
Zi, Gou Qi Zi.

Anaemia: add Dang Gui, Hong Hua.

Herbal Patents
Dong Ling Cao Pian: detoxifies the

heat, softens hardness and resolves
lumps. It has anti-cancer properties and
prevents the cells from changing into
cancer cells; it can be used with the herbal
prescription according to individual cases.

Acupuncture
Select Points mainly from Liver,

Spleen, Stomach and Ren Channels.
Liv 3 to soothe Liver Qi; Sp10, Ren

4, Ren 6 to regulate the Chong & Ren
channels; ST 36, SP 6, Du 20 to tonify Qi
and Blood and strengthen the immune
system.

For sickness and vomiting after
radiotherapy & chemotherapy: choose PC
6, Ren 12.

Typical Case
Nancie, 35 years old
First visit: 11/01/2000
Chief Complaint: Stress

Present symptoms: Nancie had 3
young sons. Her husband worked away
and very rarely could he look after Nancie

and their children. The relationship
between them wasn’t in harmony.

Nancie had mood swings, was
tearful and even had

shaking hands. She
also suffered from

insomnia, loss of
a p p e t i t e ,

p a n i c
attacks,

headaches, hot flushes and facial acne.
She had a red tongue with very little
coating and a rapid & taut pulse.
Differentiation: Liver Qi stagnation,
turning to Liver fire, Liver fire disturbing
the Heart.
Treatment: Soothe Liver Qi, clear the Fire
and calm the Heart.
Acupuncture: LI 4, LI 11, LU 7, PC 6, H
7, Sp 6, Liv 3.
Prescription:
Jia Wei Xiao Yao Wan 2 boxes
Zhi Bai Di Huang Wan 2 boxes
8 pills of each, 3 times a day.

Second visit: 25/01/2000
Two weeks later, Nancie felt a lot

more relaxed and was in a better mood.
Her hands had stopped shaking, she was
sleeping better and had more of an
appetite. But she complained that she
smoked 10–15 cigarettes per day and she
wanted to stop smoking.

Acupuncture: Yin Tang, LI 4, LI 11,
Lung 7, PC 6, H 7, Sp 6, Liv 3.

Third Visit: 28/01/2000
After the above treatment, she

had stopped smoking. Because of the
problems with her husband, she felt
depressed, and was tearful and irritable.
Sometimes she would feel nauseous and
had a poor appetite. She had a red
tongue with a thick white coating, slippery
& taut pulse.
Differentiation: Liver Qi stagnation
attacking the Spleen, disharmony
between Liver and Stomach.
Treatment: Soothe the Liver Qi, strength
the Spleen, regulate the Qi, pacify the
Stomach.
Acupuncture: H 7, PC 6, Spl 6, Liv 3, ST
36, ST 25.
Prescription:
Ban Xia 8g Chen Pi 8g
Bai Zhu 8g Fu Ling 10g
Zhen Zhu Mu 12g Shen Qu 8g
Chai Hu 6g Bai Shao 8g
Dang Gui Wei 8g Bo He 6g
He Huan Pi 8g Dan Shen 8g
Chinese Herbal Powder 100g, 2
teaspoons each time, three times daily.

On 10/02/2000
Nancie phoned. Since taking the

last prescription, she felt that all the

Breast Cancer & the Emotions
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symptoms were a lot better. Due to being
busy, and the distance to the clinic, she
decided to stop coming for treatment
temporarily.

15/05/2001
A year and half later Nancie came

back again and told me that she had been
diagnosed with breast cancer (right side)
one week previously, and already had had
surgery to remove it.

Present Symptoms:
Right side of breast and under arms

all bruised with blood stasis, pain,
numbness, feeling cold and tired, panic
attacks and insomnia. She had a dark
tongue with white and yellow greasy
coating; slippery rapid pulse.

Over the past year, Nancie had
been very unhappy. She had
gone through a divorce, her
husband wouldn’t give her
any money for the children
and he had gone off with
another woman. This had
caused great pressure and
distress to Nancie’s emotions.

When Nancie
returned to the clinic to see
me, she couldn’t stop crying;
she said that life was ending,
and that her future was dark.
I asked her why she hadn’t
come for the treatment
earlier? If she had continued
with the treatment a year ago for stress,
she may have been able to avoid
suffering from cancer now. She said that
over the past year, she had had a lot of
problems with her husband. She never
seemed to be in the right mood to look
after her own health, or make the effort
to come back for treatment. Now she was
suffering from cancer and life was grey
and cloudy.

I encouraged her: “Don’t worry, if
you have some treatment and are brave
enough to fight the disease, there will be
sunshine in your life.”
Differentiation: Spleen Qi deficiency,
excessive Damp-Phlegm, stagnation of Qi
and Blood Stasis.
Treatment: Tonify the Qi to strength the
Spleen.
Prescription:
Ren Shen 8g Ling Zhi 8g
Zhe Bei Mu 8g Gua Lou Pi 8g
Ban Xia 8g Chen Pi 8g
Lai Fu Zi 8g Yi Yi Ren 10g
Dan Shen 8g Mu Li 10g
Yan Hu Suo 8g San Qi 8g

Chinese Herbal Powder 100g,
2 teaspoons each time, three times daily
Dong Ling Cao Pian 2 boxes 5 tablets
each time, three times a day.

29/05/2001
After the above treatment, she

felt better and had more energy. She
continued to take the herbal medicine
based on the above prescription every
week, sometimes with slight changes
according to the different symptoms.
During all her chemotherapy treatment,
she had no side effects.

06/09/2001
Four months later. She went to

hospital and had a check-up. Generally
her condition was good. The specialist
and nurses were very satisfied with her

results, they also wanted
her to introduce her
treatment experiences to
other breast cancer
patients. Meanwhile she
started to organise a
horse riding competition
to raise money for the
Breast Cancer Society.

16/04/2002
Nancie was

energetic and had a
healthy complexion. She
excitedly said that she
had a new boy friend and

she was going to the Great Wall of
China with The Breast Cancer Society
by using the money raised by the horse
riding.

2002 Summer
Nancie brought lots of photos

from the Great Wall, “You made me a
new person.” she said thankfully.

Before Christmas 2003, Nancie
sent me a newspaper article to show
me that she had become a fashion
model - and she had her photograph
taken with Mrs Cherry Blair at a dinner
party!

Personal Experience
Breast cancer has extremely close

connections with emotions. The family
factor is especially important. If a
husband is understanding and
thoughtful to his wife, then it may
reduce the rate of suffering from breast
cancer. A harmonious relationship
between partners plays an important
role in the prevention of breast cancer.

Breast cancer is seen more in
women who have big or larger breasts.
Also breast cancer occurs more in
countries where there is a high fat food
intake. Breast cancer usually happens to
women, however, a small amount of
men, 2-3% of the total population also
suffer from breast cancer.

Prevention is better than treating
the disease. A qualified TCM practitioner
should grasp the physiology of the
human body and therefore be able to
see any possible future pathogenic
changes. Besides this, when treating a
patient in the clinic, the TCM practitioner
should make the correct diagnosis,
differentiation, and make up the most
suitable prescriptions and/or select the
right acupuncture points. Most
importantly though, the TCM practitioner
should be able to understand the
patient’s psychology, family situation and
social environment. We are seeking to
treat holistically, to balance the physical
energy and the emotional factors. After
all, the human being is a social human
being.

Prevention
Women over 30 years old should

self check the breast often to identify any
lumps. If the woman suffers from
premenstrual tension, breast tenderness
or stress, depression, tight chest or as if
they have a plum stuck in their throat
etc. treatment should be sought. In terms
of TCM differentiation, this points to the
syndrome of Liver Qi stagnation. The
principal treatment is to soothe Liver Qi
to ease the tension. Xiao Yao Wan or Jia
Wei Xiao Yao Wan are the first choice of
patent.

Acupuncture points: Liv 3, ST 8,
PC 6, Sp 10, Sp 6.

Women after labour: It is better
to take some Qi and blood tonics, such
as Ren Shen, Dang Gui, Da Zao, to
prevent postnatal depression.

Look after the emotions: I suggest
that women, especially middle aged
women, should keep a happy mood to
prevent Liver Qi stagnation and stop the
stagnation turning into lumps. They
should take regular exercise, and eat a
proper diet. Women should seek to
nurture their well-being and prevent
serious illness occurring. Whenstress does
appear they should feel strong enough
in themselves to fight it. Women should
have interesting pursuits and hobbies,
and fulfil their lives

by Dr. Shulan Tang.
shulan@qimagazine.com
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The disease had left him with a bad
posture, poor mobility and unable
to walk any long distances. He said

that he also lacked breath and energy
due to the illness he had.

His disease had affected him so
much that he had not worked for a
number of years.

He wanted to know whether
Qigong could help him to get back what
he had lost, so that he could do the
things he wanted to do and have the
energy and fitness and health so that he
could even return to work.

The first Qigong form I taught him
was Balancing Gong. This form was
exactly what he needed. As I taught him
the form, slowly but surely he began to
change in many ways. He started to
stand more upright rather than leaning
backwards. He started to lift his
head and his chest and
lungs opened, improving
his breathing and giving
him more energy.

As the weeks
went on, I taught
him the rest of the
form. He practised
and eventually he
began to look like
quite a different
person from the
one who had had
joined my class
several months
ago. His
i m p r o v e m e n t s
were such that
people who knew him
could not believe how
much he had changed. He
himself told me that he was
now walking further and had
more energy. This meant that he
could now spend more time playing
with his nephews.

Eventually, he passed his the
Balancing Gong and moved onto the next
form, Healthy Living Gong. As I taught
him the first part of this form, he became
more happier and stronger both
physically and within himself. He had a
lot more confidence to the point where

he was talking with a friend about a job
that he might have for him.

My student had been training in
the class for just under a year, when he
told me that he would not be able to
attend class the following week as he
had to see the specialists at the hospital
who wanted to assess his state of mobility
and level of fitness, so that he could
continue to claim a mobility allowance.
So I wished him well and said I would
see him in a fortnights’ time.

A fortnight passed and he
returned to class where I asked him how
he got on. “Well,” he said, “they asked

me to do a
few things, like bending down and
touching my toes, and then walk round
the room, and several other tasks. So
every thing they asked me to do, I did.
The only thing was”, he explained,
“previously I could not even attempt these
things and now I could. The result is that
they took my money away. And I am

not going to be able to get to class any
more.”

Sometimes, it would seem that
we do not really know what we want.
We think we want something or wish to
achieve something, but when we
actually get or achieve what we set out
for, we fade and crumble. It is all too
much, or we’ve changed and its scary,
so in the end, it seems easier to revert
back into the comfort of what is familiar,
for better or worse. This is just like a
person who wants to be a sky diver. They
have done all their training, but when
they open the door of the aircraft ready
to do their first jump, they look out and
see that is a long way down. Suddenly,
all they want is to feel the earth beneath
their feet.

Or maybe
somebody wishes to
sail around the
world single-
handed. They have
the boat and the
n a v i g a t i o n
certificates, but
when they get
beyond sight of the
bay, it all seems so

big and blue, and they wish they were
back in harbour with their mates. Maybe
it is just not the right time. When you
are standing on the edge, it is scary. If

you are not ready this time, then you
can try again and again. Each time,

with more practice, more
understanding and more

experience, then you can get
closer to letting go of the
comfort zone.

I was very surprised at
my student who felt that it was

better to be unhealthy and
keep his benefit rather than be

healthy so that he could get a job.
We all have our choices and these

choices will give us our results. There is
an old Chinese story. In the story, there
is an emperor who dreams that he is a
peasant and there is a peasant who
dreams that he is an emperor. It does
not matter what you are, whether you
are the peasant or the emperor. What
matters is the results of your life. If we
want something, we just have to work
on it

By Martin Gale.
martin@qimagazine.com

I once had a student that came to my Qigong class who told me that he
suffered from a life threatening disease. The disease had attacked his joints,
ligaments, tendons and internal posture muscles.

Like a Butterfly

“When you are
standing on the
edge, it is scary.”



When I spoke to my Sifu about
working in China, he
encouraged me, saying that I

should explore as much as possible and
then write about my experiences – so
here I am, trying to make sense of, and
draw lessons from, a seemingly
meaningless and chaotic series of
experiences from the ‘shut your eyes and
jump’ School of Life .

Ten minutes walk from my
University lies the Wuhan Tiyu XueYuen
(Wuhan WuShu Academy). I discovered
it because one of my students was the
son of one of the teachers there. The
idea of an entire University dedicated to
Martial Arts was
intriguing, so
when my student
offered to take
me there, I
accepted the
offer. I wondered
what the syllabus
at such a place
would include;
was it exclusively
Martial Art forms
that were taught?
When I was
introduced to one
of the teachers
there I asked this question. The answer
was that many disciplines were taught,
including Athletics, Gymnastics,
Basketball, Dance etc.. However, when I
asked how much of the syllabus was pure
Martial Arts the answer was, “Most of it”.

So was it a question of just
repeating forms all day long?” I asked.

The teacher laughed. Of course
not, they had to study Anatomy/
Physiology, Philosophy, Theory and even
English, as well as many different styles
of Martial Arts.

Thinking I knew a bit about the
various styles of Martial Arts I asked which
ones were studied. I was not prepared
for the answer.

It went something like this: “ Oh
well there’s various styles of Taijiquan
including Yang, Chen, Wu, Sun, Wudang
& Xinshi (New style) Taijiquan, various
styles of Xing Yi Quan, and Ba Gua
Quan, ok so far… then there is Ba Ji
Quan, Tang Lang Quan, San Jie Quan,

Pi Gua Quan, Fan Zhi Quan, Di Tang
Quan, Dao Qiang Jian Quan and many
Shaolin forms, including (if I’m right since
I was hearing many of these styles and
words for the first time and am therefore
not even certain of the spelling) Tong Bei,

Luo Han, Xiao Hong and Chi Xing, as
well as Ying Zhao,

Shuang Bian,
Shuang Dao etc,

etc. Don’t ask
me what

t h e s e

things were, I was
just writing as fast
as I could - until I
gave up, that is. I
also caught that
they did Tui Na/An
Mo (Massage), lots
of Ji Ben Gong
(Basic training), and
plain old San Da (fighting).
Phew. Of course, the teacher explained,
one student can’t do everything… they
have to specialise in the last three years.

“The last three years!” I said, “How
long is the course?”

“Five years,” was the answer, but
they also have a pre-university school so
students can begin in their early teens.

“What do all these students do
when they graduate,” I asked.

“Most of them look for jobs as
Wushu teachers at Primary, Secondary
and University level all over the country.”

I was starting to get the picture.
These graduates were our equivalent of

PE teachers. The fact is that
Martial Arts runs like an

artery through China.
When the teacher

then said that the
students were due to
give a performance in a
week or so and would I
like to see it, I didn’t
hesitate.

Needless to say
the display was
spectacular, large

portions of it seeming to
defy the laws of physics.

Most of the forms were
performed very gymnastically

and at breakneck speed. I told
one of the teachers how impressed
I was and he said, “Oh this is just
to impress people, Taijiquan is the
real skill.” It turned out that Master
Chen Xiao Wang was one of his
heroes although he had never
actually met him. So here was a
respected teacher at a big Martial
Arts University who had dedicated

his whole life to Chinese Martial Arts,
dreaming of meeting my Sifu’s
teacher.

When I consider all the skills
that exist in China, and the ocean

of experience and knowledge
behind them, and then think that
Chen Taijiquan, for example, is
one of the most famous and
respected skills, and that

Grandmaster Chen Xiao Wang is
the most famous exponent of that

skill, and that my Sifu is his student, I
begin to appreciate the scale of my
privilege. The fact that this is also true
of Dayan Qigong, Wing Chun and Chun
Yuen, it is even more humbling. Seven
years ago, as a new student, fretting
about the cost of lessons, membership,
etc., I didn’t have a clue about any of
this. I was standing at the water’s edge
but didn’t realise it belonged to anocean.
I didn’t realise my luck. Living in China
has brought it home to me. I’m glad I
jumped in

By Peter Andersen.
petera@qimagazine.com

The Wushu Ocean

The other day somebody asked me why I’d gone to China to teach.
When I tried to answer I realised that I hadn’t had a clear reason, just a
feeling that it was something that I wanted to do.

“An entire
University
dedicated to
Martial Arts”
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Qi and
the Lung
Qi and
the Lung

So, what is Qi, and for this exercise how does it affect
the lungs. Maybe we start with the character of Qi
and how it has become what it is today. The earliest
characters in the Chinese language were pictographic.
Huan & Rose (2003) state that the great Qing Dynasty

Scholar ‘Duan Yu Cai’ noted that the character for Qi
represented ‘Rising Clouds’. This ancient character represented
mist that ascends to form clouds. The character remained
unchanged until the Zhou Dynasty. There were slight
amendments along the way to avoid confusion with other
characters but the meaning remained the same. As ‘Duan Yu
Cai’ noted, this original meaning was ‘Cloud Qi’, the rising of
vapours that gather to form clouds. Inherent in this oldest
meaning is the essence of the mystery of Qi, it cannot always
be seen, but through its changes, its presence can be sensed,
experienced and understood. Today the Chinese character for
Qi represents cooking rice and the steam that rises from it
emphasising the idea of an essential nutritive substance.

The addition of breathing to the meaning of Qi came
following the Yin and Zhou periods. The Jade Chapter or Yin

‘The hardest part is the walking through
the door’. This is what my Sifu says to me when I
ask him why I find it difficult to practise my
Qigong. The reason I practise Qigong is because
it provides me with energy, good health and
leaves me feeling re-vitalised.

Pian explains Qi as Xi (breath). In the book of rites (Li Ji) of the
Zou period, the word Qi is used to mean breathing in and out
-a function of the lung!

By the 2nd century the word Qi had taken on many sets
of meanings relating to vitality and life-sustaining substances
and processes. Huan & Rose (2003) state that in the medical
scrolls discovered by Ma Wan Dui in Hunan, South-eastern
China, the word Qi appears in several phrases containing such
meanings. In the scrolls concerning the cultivation of health
and long life we find Jing Qi (essence), Shen Qi (spirit), Xue Qi
(blood), Qu Xue (Qi and blood), Zhao Qi (vitality) and Shi Qi
(to eat Qi). A closer examination of the meanings of these
terms reveals the breadth and depth of the uses that had
already become associated with the concept of Qi before the
beginning of the first Millennium C.E.

Further changes to the understanding of Qi have
manifested over the centuries to what we understand today.
Which is that Qi can be either immaterial or material, the vital
energy of every living organism and the source of all movement
and change in the universe. It is the ‘life force’ of all living
things as well as representative of all energy in the universe.
Qi can manifest itself in many different forms. Qi can be a
refined substance produced by the internal organs, to nourish
the body, mind and spirit. It can also be used to describe the
complex functionalities of the organs.

Maciocia (2003) describes how it is important, therefore,
to see the universality and practicality of Qi simultaneously.
On the one hand, there is only one Qi energy that assumes
different forms, but on the other hand, in practice, it is also
important to appreciate the different types of Qi. Qi changes
its form according to its locality and its function. Although Qi is
fundamentally the same, it puts on ‘different hats‘ in different
places assuming different functions.

The functions of Qi are as follows:
Transforming, Transporting, Holding, Raising, Protecting

and Warming.

The forms of Qi are as follows:
Yuan Qi (Original Qi), Gu Qi(Food Qi), Zong Qi

(Gathering Qi), Zhen Qi (True Qi), leading to Ying Qi and Wei
Qi, Zhong Qi (Central Qi), Zheng Qi(Upright Qi).

It is very important to understand the different forms
and functions of Qi as this is the true foundation of Chinese
medicine.

For the purpose of this exercise we are concentrating
on the relationship between the functions of Qi and it’s
relationship with the lungs.

According to Jing Nuan, (2002) ‘Spiritual Pivot’, the lung
is the canopy of the five Zhang and the six Fu. As the uppermost
Zhang, the lung receives via respiration the clear Qi of heaven
(Qing Qi) in the same way that the canopy of a forest receives
the light and air essential for life. Through inhalation, the lung
descends the Qi to the kidney, and through exhalation, the
lung disseminates Qi to the surface of the body and expels
waste Qi. The lung is therefore said to dominate respiration
and to both descend and disseminate the Qi.

Kaptchuk (2000) goes on to say that the lungs rule the
Qi. The aspect of Qi here is the respiration and other short-
term aspects of the Qi. The lungs are the arena in which the
Qi (meaning air, Natural Qi) outside the body meets the Qi
inside the body. The lungs take in natural Air Qi, propelling it
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downward. This is inhalation. The lungs are then said to
disseminate and ‘make things go round’ and expel ‘impure
air’ (exhalation). When the lungs are
healthy, the Natural Air Qi enters and
leaves smoothly, and respiration is even
and regular. When an imbalance or
obstruction interferes with the lungs,
symptoms such as cough, dyspnoea, or
asthma may result.

The functions of the lungs are:
 They govern Qi and respiration,
 They control the channels and blood vessels,
 They control dispersing and descending,

 They regulate the water passages,
 They control the hair and skin,

 They open into the nose,
 They house the corporeal soul.

The lungs govern Qi and control respiration. The lungs
govern the inhalation of pure Qi of air, and exhalation of impure
Qi of air. If this function is harmonious then respiration is smooth
and regular. If it becomes disharmonious then respiration will
become irregular and symptoms of disharmony will occur. The
lungs are the first organ to be affected by exterior pathogenic
factors such as Wind-Cold and Wind-Heat.

The exchange of Qi through respiration by the lungs
ensures the proper functioning of the body’s physiological
processes, which takes Qi as their basis. The lung has a special
relationship with the spleen. One of the spleens functions is to
facilitate transformation and transportation. This means that
the spleen takes digested food and drink and extracts Qi from
it. This Qi is called Gu Qi (Food Qi). The spleen then transports

the Gu Qi up to the lungs. The lungs then combine this Gu Qi
with Qing Qi (Air Qi) which transforms into Gathering Qi (Zong
Qi). Gathering Qi goes on to nourish the heart and lungs. It
enhances and promotes the lung function of controlling Qi
and respiration and the heart function of governing blood and
blood vessels. Gathering Qi is further transformed into True Qi
under the catalytic action of Original Qi. True Qi is the final
process of refinement and transformation of Qi. True Qi
circulates through the channels and nourishes the organs. Like
Gathering Qi, True Qi originates in the lungs, hence the lungs
function of controlling the Qi in general. Gathering Qi being

the energy of the chest is also affected by emotional problems
such as grief and sadness, which weaken the lungs.

The lungs also have a special relationship with the
kidneys. As stated the lungs govern Qi and send it down to
the kidneys. This aids in the transportation of water from the
lungs to the kidneys. (Water refers to all moisture in the body,
perspiration, tears, urine etc). The kidneys grasp and hold on
to this Qi. The kidneys house the Original Qi (Yuan Qi). This
descending Qi receives nourishment from the Original Qi and
is then transported back up to the lungs providing moisture to
the lungs. It is worth mentioning here that the lungs are the
upper source of water and control the water passages whilst
the kidneys rule water.

In life’s beginning, we grasp our first breath of Qi. It is
this vital force that sees us through life. We use Qi in its many
forms starting with its reception by the lungs. It is constantly
within us all until we finally let it go.

So when I go through the door to practise my Qigong I
always think of my Sifu, and I know that in practising this gift
of Qigong it brings to me the vital force for life, health and
vitality, a force that continues its life cycle through my whole
being

By Robert Dillon
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Continuing from last issue’s editorial

One day the dyer came to Shou Ting’s father, the
owner of cloth factory. He said, “Boss, the buisness
is getting very good now. I think it is time to have a
pay rise.” And the father asked the dyer how much
he would like. “I would like a 100 Jin of rice pay

rise,” the dyer said. The father was quiet and then said, “You
know, the business has gotten better because Shou Thing has
worked very hard and the people really like him. Of course,
you have worked hard as well.”

The dyer said, “Shou Ting will not ask for any money
because you saved his life and he will be your son-in-law in
the future. He has his needs taken care of. “ The father said to
the dyer, “One hundred Jin of rice is too much. How about 80
Jin instead?”

The dyer did not like it but said, “I will let go a little bit
and agree to 90 Jin of rice. What do you think?” The father
thought about it and said, “If losing 10 Jin of rice makes you a
little unhappy, I will give you 100 Jin as you said.” The dyer
was happy with this and said, “You are a good man. I will
follow you forever.”

It was common for people to take their wages in rice.
Even though the price would go up and down, people would
still be assured of having something to eat. They could even
exhange the rice for money if they wanted.

Shou Ting eventually heard about the meeting of the
dyer and his father and he was very upset. He knew that the
dyer would try to take any advantage he could for himself. So
went to meet his father. He said, “I know the dyer asked for
more rice for his wages, but I do not think you should do this.
You should fire him instead!”

The father was shocked and said, “You cannot fire
someone just because they asked for more rice.” Shou Ting
said, “Dad, I have been checking the other cloth factories and
no one pays their dyers as much as we pay ours, even without
a pay rise. He even gets days off every 15th and 30th of each
month and he is still not satisfied.

Shou Ting reminded his father of the story that they
had heard from the story teller. “The story teller said that a
person too kind cannot be the leader of soldiers. Two people
who are friends and loyal to each other should not become
involved with money with each other. The dyer just wants more
and more.”

The father said, “Even so, he is the only person who
knows how to do the dying work. No one knows his skill.”
Shou Ting then told his father how he would watch the dyer
whenever he could, even when he did not know it and so over
the year he had learned his skill enough.”

The father said, “Enough for now, Shou Ting. Leave me
and let me think.”

Shou Ting continued to say, “Dad, you are not betraying
him. You are getting rid of someone who is greedy. Dad, if
you find it difficult to talk to him, I can talk to him for you.” He
was surprised at Shou Ting’s words as he was only 14 years
old. The father thought about it for awhile and eventually
fired the dyer. Shou Ting helped out with the whole factory,
taking care of everyone in the family. They had a good time.
The daughter, of course, married Shou Ting and they had one
son together. Chen Shou Ting later became a very famous
and successful business man in the cloth factory business.

Shou Ting was very good and remembered his promise
to the old man who had once given him food when he was a
beggar boy. He bought a house for he and his wife, stopped
him from working and gave him a servant to take care him for
the rest of his life.

Every year on Chinese New Year, Shou Ting would bring
a lot of presents and money to give to the old man. He treated

Keeping
a Promise-
Shou Ting part ii

Keeping
a Promise-
Shou Ting part ii

Shou Ting, an orphan boy, has been taken
in by a kind man and his family. To show his
gratitude he decided to work hard and devote
himself to his new family, but whatever success
he gets, he does not forget a promise he once
made.
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both the old man and his wife as his parents, even better than
many people treat their parents. This kind of respect is called
“Xiao”. Shou Ting also gave the same Xiao to his adopted
parents.

Xiao is a special word used in Chinese culture which
means younger or juniors respect their seniors. All Chinese
people know this and younger people know that they need to
listen and respect and take care of their parents and teachers.
This is like the trunk of the tree connecting with the roots. With
the roots, the branches and leaves and flowers cannot be grow,
so Xiao is a very important part of Chinese culture.

Every time Chen Shou Ting visited the old man and his
wife, he called them “Uncle” and “Aunt” and would kneel down
on the floor and kow tow (bowing his head to the floor) to
them in respect. Uncle would grasp Shou Ting’s hands, and
with tears running down his face, try to pull him to his feet. It
was so much that this young man remembered the promises
he made as little beggar boy, just because the old man had
given him a little bit of food.

Eventually, Shou Ting became even more successful in
his home village and he then moved to the big city where he
ran a very textile factory. One day an old man came to him
and wanted to do some business together, however, he was
getting too old himself, so he
suggested that his son meet with
Shou Ting. He wanted to build a textile
factory together with Shou Ting. His
son, Lu Jia Qu had been in Germany
studying the textile industry there and
had just graduated and come back
home to China.

Lu Jia Qu had been working
with all the latest textile machines in
Germany and knew a lot. In the
1930’s, it was something special for
a Chinese to go abroad to study. They
believed that Western science and
culture was more advanced than back
in China. But Shou Ting had never
learned how to read or write and so
was not so influenced by the modern
ways.

Mr Lu had told his son that Shou Ting was very good
and really knew how to respect the older generation and others,
but still, when Lu met Shou Ting, he looked down upon him.
He challenged Shou Ting and asked him whether he knew
that machines could make cloth. Shou Ting knew he was being
challenged and tried not to embarrass Lu Jia Qu. He had quite
a strong temper but replied politely, “I know about the machines
that make cloth.”

Jia Qu was surprised as he though Shou Ting was just a
local Chinese man, nothing special. Shou Ting continued,
“When I went to Shanghai, I visited some textile factories there.
They were using machines to make cloth. Although the
machines can make finer cloth, the principle for making the
cloth is the same.”

Of course, this did not make Lu Jia Qu happy as he
thought he had all the expertise in this area. At that time,
Germany was considered to have the best and most advanced
machines in the world. So to put Shou Ting down, he said, “I
really cannot believe you were a beggar boy before.”

Shou Ting did not like this and said, “Even though I was
an orphan at a very early age, I still remember by mother
saying, ‘There are three kind of people in the world. The first
kind of person does not need to be taught. They learn things
just by observation. The second kind of person will learn by
people telling them what to do. The third kind of person will
only learn by someone holding a stick behind them and even
then they might not get it.’”

Jia Qu smiled coldly at Shou Ting and asked, “May I ask
what kind of person you are?”

Shou Ting responded straight back to him a with a very
confident attitude, “If I told you, you might not believe except

that whatever
thing I observe,
I would know
what to do.”
This did not
make Jia Qu
happy and he
said to Shou
Ting, “You are
very cocky.”
Because they
were not happy
together, Shou
Ting decided not
to work
together with
him.

But Jia
Qu’s father, Mr
Lu, was a very
nice and
educated man.
He really

wanted to open a textile business with Shou
Ting so he forced his son to work with him and
they opened their new factory in Qing Dao.

This story is actually from a Chinese
television series and it really moved me a lot.

Shou Ting had so much dignity, even as a little
boy, and all the actors just made him come alive.

There was never a person named Shou Ting in
history and the movie about his life is just made up. However,
it’s message is very sincere and makes you feel a lot.

Towards the end of series, Jia Qu and Shou Ting both
became each other’s best friend. Shou Ting became one of
the most successful textile businessmen in China at that time,
however, in the early 1940’s, the Japanese invaded China.
Many people lost their work, their businesses and even their
families.

“Two men
together are like two
tigers on a mountain.”
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Because Shou Ting could not read, Jia Qu would read
him the newspapers so that he would know the current situation
on the invasion of China. One day, Shou Ting talked to his
wife. His wife was the daughter of the man who had rescued
him from the cold and who took him into his home and business.
She always supported and took care of Shou Ting. She also
helped take care of Shou Ting’s uncle and aunt as well. She
and Shou Ting had one son together and they enjoyed many
good times together until the start of the war.

Shou Ting said to her one day, “You know, two men
together are like two tigers on a mountain. They will find it
very hard to live together and will fight to be king. However,
Jia Qu knows that I am good and in charge and he can let go
and listen to me. Jia Qu is one person I respect and admire a
lot. He understands how far he can go and what he is good at.
This is very high level, particularly because he has studied and
learned a lot. Most men would just fight for position when
they work with someone else.” His wife agreed with him that
this was true.

Shou Ting continued, “There is someone else I respect
as well. Do you know who this is?” His wife said, “I don’t
know.” He turned to smile at her and said, “It is you.” She was
so surprised! “Me?” she said.

Shou Ting said, “Yes, you. You know that most successful
business men will have many concubines but they miss the
point. Two people together like each other in the beginning.
Then they get along, overcome many difficulties and then like
becomes love. When the love is deep, they just enjoy to be
together, so every time I see you, I enjoy more and more.”
His wife smiled and was happy.

One day, Shou Ting was talking to Jia Qu and said, “Do
you know who impresses me the most?” Jia Qu said, “How
would I know?” Shou Ting said, “It is your father, Mr Lu.”

“Why are you impressed by him?” he asked. “Your father
once told me that there are three kinds of people who should
not study in school. (At that time, studying school also meant
studying the Ru Jia –Confucian- Classics and understanding
the principle of life and philosophy and Chinese history.) The
first kind of person believe everything the book says. The second
kind of person is someone who will use what they learn to
harm others and get all the advantage for themselves. The
third kind of person who should not study in school is already
very wise and talented and studying in school will just stop
them from developing.”

Jia Qu said, “Yes, you are right. My father is very
talented.”

After watching the whole series of Shou Ting’s story, I
learned so many things about human skill. His thinking was so
advanced and deep. I am hungry to learn anything that can
bring up my wisdom and help me understand human beings
more. Human skill is the most important thing for life and
teaches us how to live together in harmony. I thought you all
might like to hear a little bit of Shou Ting’s story as it is good
to hear how other people overcome difficulties and help others.
Unfortunately, this series is only available in Chinese and does
not have any English subititles, otherwise I would offer it through
the Centre. I am happy that I can share some of it with you.
When we hear more good things, this can inspire us to do
more good things ourselves. When we hear always hear
negative things, this can easily make us depressed or upset

By Michael Tse
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Exercise for
Sudden Chest Pain
Exercise for
Sudden Chest Pain
You might have come across something like this: you find a sudden pain in the chest or back when putting on clothes,

stretching yourself, scratching an itch, turning over in bed, standing, sitting or working, and the pain is even more acute
when breathing deeply, coughing or speaking. The pathological cause for the sudden chest pain is mainly the spasm of
the respiratory muscles or the slight dislocation of the rib joint.

A pain-killer is not the cure for a sudden
chest pain. Sometimes it has no effect at all.
However, some physical exercises might help.

iv. Twist and knead the Neiguan
and Waiguan acupoints with
the index fingers and thumb
(the Neiguan acupoints are
located on both wrists on the
palmer side, about 6.6 cm
above the crease of the wrist,
between the tendons of the
long palmar muscle and the
radial flexor muscle of the
wrist, and the Waiguan
acupoint is located on the back
side of the forearm,
symmetrical to the Neiguan
acupoint). At the same
time, do the deep
breathing exercise and
twist the body to the left
and to the right. (Fig 4)

v. Breathe in deeply, hold the
breath, and beat the
painful part of the body with
an empty fist. Do not exert
too much force. (Fig 5)

i. Breathe in deeply, hold the breath,
and beat the two sides of the chest
with empty fists from under the
armpit to the waist, or pat the armpit
and then breathe out slowly and
deeply. (Fig.1)

ii. Breathe in deeply and hold the
breath, ask someone to beat the back
and armpit of the painful side, and
then breathe out slowly. (Fig 2)

iii. Do the deep-breathing exercise
several times with the hands pressing
tightly against the painful part. (Fig
3)

A common point in the five exercises described
above is “deep breathing.” This is the gist of the treatment
for the sudden chest pain, because deep breathing
shortens but broadens the chest, thus increasing the
tension of the muscles on most of the chest wall. This
helps alleviate the partial muscular spasms and at the
same time draws the joints of the ribs back to their
functional positions to help relocate the joints.

Beating, patting, twisting and pressing, and
massage are the different techniques used on the locally
affected parts of the body on the basis of deep breathing.
Any of these techniques can help restore the normal
function of the painful part. You can also create some
other techniques by yourself according to this principle.
For example, if the pain is on the back and you cannot
reach it, you can lie on a hard bed with tucked legs and
arms, and roll to both sides several times. This also helps
to kill the pain.

The cure for the sudden pain in the chest is simple.
Sometimes it might not be immediately effective, but
you will find the pain alleviated by 50 to 70% after a
night’s sleep. Another treatment the next day and you
will be completely well

By Zeng Qingnan & Lin Daoqing

Fig 1 Fig 2
Fig 3
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T his is a very good question. Actually, it is not that Taijiquan
moves very slowly but that it is moving in a relaxed way. This
means that the body and mind will be balanced and you
can see the movements clearly. Chinese say that when
you are rushed, you will easily make mistakes. It is true that when we are

relaxed, we will not be rushing around and acting frantically and that we will
move a bit slower. How many times when we are rushed to do things we will miss
something or even go the completely wrong direction.

Taijiquan teaches us to relax and make sure that you know what you are
doing. Do not be mistaken by this image of Taijiquan. When everything is right,
then the form can be practiced faster as well. There is even one special Taijiquan
form called Pao Chiu, which means Cannon Fist, and this form has lots of dynamic
movements and even jumping.

Relaxation
So the first principle of Taijiquan is that you need to

learn how to practise in a relaxed way. If we try to practise
a form too fast, too early, then it is easy to miss something.
However, relaxed does not mean to practice the form so
slowly that it becomes stuck. Many people think that if they
practice the form very slowly then they are actually practicing
relaxation. However, slow does not mean relaxed.

Relaxed means that there is no tension in the
muscles or blockages of energy. It means our mind is
empty of other thoughts and that we are concentrating
only on the movement. This is not easy and it takes
time. Some people think that they can come along
for a few lessons and ‘get it’, but they may have a lot

of injuries or bad health and so it will take time for the
body to learn how to relax.

In order to relax, we need to learn how to let go. We
need to learn how to let go of how we expect to learn or

want to learn. We need to let go of all our worries and
problems and just concentrate on our practise. Some

people come to class with a full cup and they cannot
empty it, but just keep carrying it around.

Taijiquan
5 Steps of

Development
Someone once asked

me, “Is Taijiquan just for
older people? Whenever I
see people practicing in the
parks, they always seem to
be elderly and move so
slowly. I thought that it was
supposed to be a martial
art.”
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If we are determined to learn Taijiquan, though, anyone
can learn and reach a high level. You just need to keep coming
to class no matter what. We should not be discouraged and try
to compare ourselves too much because there will be others,
particularly your seniors, who are more relaxed than you. When
you watch your teacher, you can see how much better he is
and that is why he is your teacher but he got to where he is
because he is practicing the right principles in the right way.

Taijiquan is not like other martial arts where faster and
stronger energy is learned first and considered best. In Taijiquan,
we learn relaxation first or else nothing else will develop properly
and you will only be trying to force something that will
eventually break or be distorted.

Posture
The next thing to consider after relaxation is

the posture. The most important thing
about posture is that the back
must be straight,
but straight does
not mean tense.
The back straight means that from
the top of the head to the centre point
between the legs. Actually, these are two
special points on the body. The point on the top
of the head is called the Baihui point, and the
point between the legs is called the Huiyin point.

These points should be in a straight line for
the back to be straight. Because everyone has
different size bodies, this internal line is much
more reliable for judging the posture
because our bodies are not just two
dimensions. When we draw a line from
these points, we can use this line
inside the body to find the right
posture. If we use the hips, the
head, the back or the chest, then we
can easily a mistake for judging the
right posture.

The centre is the most important.
Everything around the centre needs to
be balanced. When the body is
balanced, then you will feel more
relaxed,warm and your mind will be
clear. All the muscles and joints in our
body are controlled by our mind. How we
move is the way we tell our bodies to move. The body
just follows the mind.

It is like a king in a country. When the king has wisdom
and knows how to take care of his citizens, then everyone will
be happy and have direction. When the sun is stable and all
the planets in the solar system are in their orbits, then everything
in the universe will follow the proper order.

When our posture is right, then each time we practise,
the Qi will be stronger and then everything can develop
naturally. Our body is like a country. A country will have a
capitol and that is its centre. This is where the government is
located and a lot of important things will happen there. So our
Dantian is our centre but in order for the Qi to develop in the
antian, then the posture has to be correct.

Upper Body Relaxed
Lower Body Strong

So we now have two steps for how to develop our
Taijiquan correctly. Relaxation is the first and posture is the
second. The third that is that the upper body relaxed should
be relaxed and the lower body strong. When we practise
Taijiquan, we must keep relaxed all the time no matter how
we move.

Lower body strong actually means that our legs are
strong and that all of our weight should be supported by the
legs without any tension on the upper body. Many people will
say our bodies are always supported by the legs. This is right
to a certain degree but when the posture in not right and

when we have tension on the shoulders and back, then it is
the upper body that is holding theweight as well

When there is tension on the upper
body, this is how we develop all kind
of problems. All illness is based on
tenseness of the body and wrong posture.

It is like a building. If the
structure and
foundation of the

building is not right,
then eventually everything

will have problem sooner or later.
So we must put the weight on the

legs. Many people will still find it this difficult
to understand. One way which you can help you
understand is to do the Taijiuqan movement of
Single Whip (see Illustration >>>>) Try to sink

down lower than you normally might practise.
With a lower posture, it is very hard to

have any tension on the upper body.
Of course, in the beginning, it will

be very hard and even your legs
will shake. However, eventually
you will feel the upper body

re lax ing and you will then understand the
p r i n c i p l e “Upper Body Relaxed – Lower
Body Strong.”

When you go lower, you will find that you
will very warm. When you go lower, it
makes the bones work much harder and so
it will create more Qi and circulation in the
body. When the bones work harder, the
muscles and flesh need to be more relaxed. All the
channels and acupuncture points will be opened and smooth.
Then all the pain in the body will get easier and illness will get
better. As Taijiquan practitioners, we all should be healthy.

However, there are many people today who even after
many years of Taijiquan practise, are still not healthy enough.
This is because they do not understand upper upper body
relaxed and lower body stronger. We should not only have Yin
energy (relaxation) when we practise Taijiquan. We also need
Yang energy (bone Qi) to make the body strong and healthy.
Both together will help balance the body and bring you to
another level for your skill. When Yin and Yang are balanced,
this is the principle of Taiji (Show illustration) Once you
understand it this principle, you can practise in lower, middle
or high postures as you want. You just follow the same principle.

to be continued... by Michael Tse
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To be a good teacher you must not only be good at the skill and
passing it on, you must also be able to develop a good realtionship with
your students, as the only way to win their loyalty is to win their hearts.

Master Song in Chen Jia Gou in 1988 age 32. From left to right: Master Song Xin
Guo, Chen Xiao Liu, Chen Zheng Lei, Chen Chun Lei (Master Song's Sifu), Chen Shi
Tong, Chen Xiao Xing (Grandmaster Chen Xiao Wang'sbrother), Chen Chang Liu

Genuine Taiji Master
Master

Song
Xin

Guo

Master
Song

Xin
Guo

Genuine Taiji Master

Many people think that China has martial art
masters teaching on every corner or at least in
every park, but having now been to China many
times, I would say that just like anything precious,
real Masters

are a rarity. It is very easy to
see many, many
practitioners and many,
many teachers who have
learned some martial art or
Qigong skill and who have
a devoted group of early
morning followers in the
parks each day. However, for
a Master who teaches full
t ime and continues to
develop his skill and his
philosophy, this is not so
easily seen.

Therefore, when a
gentleman, Mr Ou, offered
to introduce me to a “really
high level Taiji master” he
had met in the park, I
agreed to the meeting but
was not so optimistic of the
results. Mr Ou and I met up
at 7am and walked up the
hill to where the master held
his first morning class. It was
in a square courtyard almost
hidden by trees. In the
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beginning, we just sat down to watch as he did not see the Sifu yet.
As I waited, I was surprised to see that it was Chen Taijiquan that the

students were practicing. The second surprise was that they were good. I
thought to myself, if the students are good, then of course, the Sifu will be
even better. It was actually a great honour and pleasure to meet Master
Song Xin Guo and his students.

Song is his surname and Xin Guo is his given name which means
New Country. It is a very patriotic name reflecting the time in which he was
born. He was born in Yongshan County, Hunan Province. He began work as
a tailor when he was eighteen years old and did this until he was 31. His
work was quite hard and eventually he became very ill. A friend suggested
that he study Taijiquan, so he learned some and really enjoyed it. His close
friend said, “You like Taiji so much. Why don’t you go to the original place of
Taijiquan skill…why don’t you go to Chen Jia Gou in Henan province?”

This was in 1981. So he went from his hometown to Chen Jia Gou
which was quite a long journey. At this time, Chen Village had just started
its first classes for people from all over the country. He was one of the first
students to take part. The principle of the school was called Jong Wai Jun
and the vice principle was Chen Zheng Lei. Grandmaster Chen Xiao Wang
was the head of the whole village but he was very busy making movies that
related to Taijiquan, and so he only came to the village twice a month at
that time.

In the village, there were two coaches called Chen Chun Lei and
Chen Shi Tong. In that first year, almost one person from every province in
China came to study Chen Taijiquan at the school. The course lasted around
9 months and during
this time, Master Song
learned Laojia (Old
Frame), Xinjia (New
Frame), Tuishou
(Pushing Hands) and
Weapons.

Master Song
said, “After the course,
I found that what I
learned was not
enough. It was not deep
enough. I got along
very well with Chen
Chun Lei (one of the coaches) and so I stayed on with him to become his
student and study deeper.” Eventually, Master Song had to go back home
to Wunan, but he continuted to go every two months to study with Chen
Chun Lei in Chen Jia Gou.

Master Song said that really enjoyed the Chen skill and kept practicing
every day. He said, “In 1988, Wushu was becoming very popular in China.
I became a chief instructor at a Wushu school in my hometown teaching
Taiji.”

In the 1980’s, Wushu medalist Jet Li was very famous and Shaolin
Temple movies were very popular. Lots of skill that had been put away
during the Cultural Revolution was now being brought out. There was a lot
of Qigong and Martial Arts that were becoming really popular at this time
and there were over a dozen magazines on these topics published in China
at that time. Chen Taijiquan was no exception.

“For five years, I was still doing my tailor work while teaching. In
1993, I moved to Canton Province where I started teaching Taijiquan full
time. For many years I had studied Taijiquan and even taught part-time, but
it was just like running around in a circle. It was only when I became a full
time teacher of Taijiquan that I began to understand more and develop myself.
It helped me to understand a lot.”

When I asked Master Song about Chen Taijiquan compared to other
styles, he said that all Taijiquan is based upon Chen’s Lao Jia (Old Frame).
“Chen Taijiquan is based upon two things:- one is the energy that you can
see in the movement. There are eight attitudes or different kinds of energy

“There are eight
attitudes or kinds of
energy you can see
in the Chen style.”
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you can see in the Chen style. These are: relaxation, live energy
not dead, bouncing, shaking, go through energy, jumping,
jerking, go over energy.”

“The next thing Chen Taiji is based upon is Chan Si Jing
(Silk Reeling Power). This you cannot see as it comes from inside
out. It is the principle on which all these other eight energies
are based.”

Master Song has a very good spirit and
presents himself with a quiet dignity that does
not invite you to cross the line into
familiarity. Some masters will try
to flatter an interviewer but
when Master Song talked,
he sat with his back
straight, his attention
divided between my
questions and keeping an
eye on his over thirty
students who were
practicing in various groups
around us.

He is very clear on how
to practise Taijiquan. He says,
“When you practise Taijiquan, do
not think about the Qi. When you
think about the Qi, it will affect
the flow of the energy and you
will be ill. Another principle is that
when you practise, do not work so
hard on the form that you make
yourself tired. If you are tired, you
will not get much improvement.”

Master Song has students of
all ages, from five years old to over
80. (See sidebar page 33) They all
have a very good foundation
and you can see the Chen
Taijiquan attitude very
clearly, even on his
youngest student who
had only been practicing
a few months. He said,
“Many people study
Taijiquan but I would say that
99% of these people are not relaxed and do not understand it.”

Good posture is one of the basics of good skill. Although
you need relaxation, this does not mean that the body is so
Yin that the chest collapses and the back is bent. All of Master
Song’s students had good posture, with the Qi in the Dantian,
as they performed their movements. It was enjoyable to watch
everyone perform.

I spoke to many of his students and felt that they were
no different than my own Martial Art/Qigong brothers and
sisters. They all had kind hearts and the way they interacted,
they felt like a family together. Many of them had been studying
with Master Song for over ten years. I noticed that he knows
how to bring up the confidence in both the elderly and bring
up the potential and talent in the next generation.

He can demonstrate both the Yin side of Taijiquan as
well as the Yang side. He demonstrated Tuishou and the use
of Fajing with one of his students. He said, “Tuishou is very
important. When you do Tuishou, you learn how to understand
the Taijiquan principle. However, Tuishou is not fighting. It is

about learning the Taijiquan energy. Chen Taijiquan is based
upon a ‘lever’ principle, with the small energy moving the bigger
energy. First you need to understand relaxation then later you
can use Fajing. For Fajing, you must be relaxed, settled and
only then use Fajing. Not many people today can use Fajing
properly.”

He continued, “Today in Tuishou competitions, most
people are using more and more power. You do not often see
the Taiji skill being applied. In history, many Taiji masters would
make their opponents fly up through the air. Today, we rarely
see this skill. I often talk to some Taijiquan teachers about
how to do this. Using strength will never make this happen.
You must follow the Taijiquan principle.”

“In order to do Taijiquan, you need experience. Too
much theory, without the practise, then you will miss the
reality. Many people today know the Taiji & Yijing
philosophy, but they do not know how to practise
Taijiquan.”

As we sat in the shade of some pines,
watching white clad students practicing Chen
Taijiquan, I wondered if this dedication would
someday be lost in China. It seems there is a
profound appetite for Taijiquan in the West,
would it eventually overtake China I asked
Master Song?

He said, “The skill will still be strong in
China because there is so much philosophy

and background behind it. You need to
understand the Yin/Yang, Chan Si

Gong. Without this background, it
is hard to develop certain things,

although maybe in the future
this will change.”

Master Song really
cares about all of his
students and really puts
his heart into helping
them to be healthy and
strong and good martial
artists. He even uses his
previous tailoring skills to

make them Taijiquan clothing. His
students said that he searched for over a month to find

the kind of material that would be cool in the humid
summers and still move and look good for practise.

I will admit that I was really impressed with the clothing
his students were wearing and even felt a bit envious when
they said that he only made them for students studying with
him. Therefore, I felt greatly honoured, when upon expressing
my appreciation of his clothing, that he offered to make myself
and my Sifu each a suit. He sewed every cloth button and
cloth loop by hand in just two days.

It is something I will always treasure and makes me
remember the last thing that Master Song said to me. He said
a Master should always be humble and not put themselves
up. Although he is one of the best masters I have met in
China for skill, philosophy and understanding and morality, he
is very open about his background and how he came to study
Taijiquan. You can tell he really respected his Sifu and also
loves his students. This is why he has students who are so loyal
to him and who care about him as well

By Jessica Blackwell, tranlator: Gary Ou

Master Song demonstrating Chen Tajiquan's Fajing
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“When I was 76 years old, I began to
think about my health and I wanted a way to
be healthy. I had studied a little Taijiquan
when I was 23, but I was too busy working
and could not carry on. It is only when I
retired that I thought about studying again.”

“I found that I was easy to catch colds
and did not sleep well. I also felt nervous a lot
of the time. One day, I saw Master Song in
the park and knew that I would like to study
with him. I worried that I was too old and
that I could not learn, but later I came back
to the park to find Master Song and began
to study with him.”

“After two years of studying Chen
Taijiquan, I felt a lot a different. I felt that
I was walking like a young man again.
Today, I am 81 years old. I take care of my

wife who is 74 years old. Even though in
years I am getting older, inside I feel I am
staying the same. I know this is because I
know I am learning the right thing. Song Sifu
is very good and I will not give up to study
with him. It is not easy to be a good student,
but Taijiquan is very good.”

One of Master Song’s students is now over
80 years old and still studies every day with
his teacher. He is a very dignified and
sincere man and really gives Taijiquan a
good name, bringing him good health and
confidence.
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Tofu and Green
Bean Red Curry

1 Put about one third of the coconut milk in a wok or saucepan.
Cook until it starts to separate and an oily sheen appears.

2 Add the red curry paste, fish sauce and sugar to the coconut
milk. Mix together thoroughly.

3 Add the mushrooms. Stir and cook for 1 minute.

4 Stir in the rest of the coconut milk and bring back to the
boil.

5 Add the green beans and cubes of tofu and simmer gently
for another 4-5 minutes.

6 Stir in the kaffir lime leaves and chilies. Serve garnished with
the cilantro leaves.

Recipe from “Chinese - the essence of Asian cooking”
by Linda Doeser

This curry is simple and quick to make. This recipe uses green
beans, but you can use almost any kind of vegetable, such as
eggplant, bamboo shoots or broccoli.

INGREDIENTS
Serves 4-6
2½ cups unsweetened coconut milk
1 tablespoon red curry paste
3 tablespoons fish sauce (optional)
2 teaspoons palm sugar
3½ cups button mushrooms
4 ounces green beans, trimmed
6 ounces tofu, rinsed and cut into ¾ inch

cubes
4 kaffir lime leaves, torn
2 red chilies, sliced cilantro leaves, to garnish

Tofu and Green
Bean Red Curry

Food Cures for Insomnia
Lily Flower Drink
Simmer 50 grams dried lily flowers with 15g rock sugar for 30
minutes. Remove the flowers and add a little bit more sugar
to taste if necessary and simmer until sugar dissolves. Drink
one hour before bedtime for one week.

Red Date Porridge
Take 30-40 red dates (with seeds or without) and rinse. Place
in large pan with 8 cups of water. Boil to reduce and thicken.
After one hour, add ½ tablespoon oil and ½ cup uncooked rice
to the dates. Leave uncovered and let simmer gently until rice
is cooked and soup is thickened. You may need to add some
water occasionally so does not get too thick. Can be eaten
daily over a long period of time. Some black or white sesame
seeds can be added as a variation.

Kidneys
Rinse kidneys in cool water and then get rid of membrane.
Slice very thinly and cook in a bit of sesame oil, garlic and salt.
Serve warm with rice.

By Jessica Blackwell

If you cannot sleep and start to wake up in
the middle of the night, it is very easy for this to
become a physical habit. In some ways, this
shows you just how adaptable the human body
can be. So if we can easily create a habit, then it
can work the other way as well.

Long-term insomnia is not just physical, but has become
an emotional habit. If you continue with this for more
than three days, it will then start to become an emotional

habit, which can be difficult to break. So if you find yourself in
this pattern, now is the time to try and do something to break
it. The mind is the most difficult to overcome, so it is hard to
settle yourself and do meditation. When the mind is too active,
then you need to do movement. If you practise some gentle
Qigong exercises before you go to bed and make this your
habit, then this will start to help change the signals your body
is receiving. Eating some traditional Chinese food cures can
also help to make the transition easier.

Food Cures for Insomnia
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Nobody ever wants to be in the position of having
a knife to their throat, as in the pictures above.
In all probability, it will never happen to you, but
what if it does? If you let an attacker get as
close to you as I have here, and your attacker is

determined, then it is probably too late. As in Chi-Sau,
controlling your opponent is not a one move affair. It is
decided ‘several moves in advance’ who will control the
situation. You should never let yourself get into this position if
your Wing Chun is good. Not letting yourself become a victim
is part and parcel of self defence. Being aware of your
surroundings is part of this, as is being alert.

In most cases, someone with a knife intends to
intimidate his victim more than harm them, i.e. to mug them.
If this is the attacker’s purpose, it is probably just as well to
handover your valuables. However, if you are attacked
and feel that the attacker wants to do more than just
make you poorer, or you just retaliate instinctively, then
the following may help you defend yourself.

Take the following sequence of pictures. Here (Figure
1) the attacker is intent on stabbing his victim using a downwards
cutting motion. This is a definite attack, and not intended to
merely intimidate. The attacker is trying to cause serious
damage. To counter this assault the defender moves towards
and across the attacker’s intended path (Figure 2) at an angle
of approximately 45 degrees (Figure 3). At the same time as

The Cutting Edge
Wing Chun, like all martial arts, is

studied by most people so that they can defend
themselves when and if the need arises.

stepping the defender strikes to the attackers jaw and puts his
other hand to Tan-Sau to cover the knife hand. The defender
keeps the forward motion going to ensure that the attacker’s
structure is destroyed.

Fig 1

fig 2

Fig 3
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If an attacker gets you into a position
where your back is against the wall and the edge
of their knife is against your throat (Fig 4) then it
is generally too late to do anything. At this point
your best strategy is to give the assailant your
wallet and compliment him on the size of his knife!
What is interesting about this scenario is the way the
attacker is holding the knife, i.e. downwards and along
his forearm. This indicates that the attacker knows
how to use a knife. It also makes it hard to see the
knife coming. As I said earlier, it is all about not letting
a would-be attacker to dominate you. Below, shows a
response that should avoid the attacker being able to
control the situation.

Here (Fig 5), the attacker goes to grab his ‘victim’ and
brings the knife towards his throat. As soon as the defender
realises he is being attacked he turns (Juen Ma) and raises
one hand to Tan-Sau (Fig 6). This move deflects most of the
attacker’s power and gives the defender room to move. Next
the defender pulls the knife hand downwards in a quick jerking
movement (Lap-Sau) and simultaneously chops the attacker’s
neck (Fig 7). This combined action is far more powerful then
simply hitting the attacker. The defender then hits the attacker
in the jaw but covers the knife hand with his other hand (Fig
8).

Below, is a variation on the attack above. Note how
the attacker hides the knife along his forearm. It is not until
he gets nearer to his intended victim that he starts to bring the
knife into play (Fig 9). What should alert the defender is the
fact that the attacker is coming directly towards his centre line.
As soon as the defender realises he is being attacked he closes

Fig 4

Fig 5

Fig 6

Fig 7 Fig 8

Fig 9
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the distance between himself and the attacker while
simultaneously covering the knife hand and hitting towards
the attacker’s face (Figure 10). The defender ‘powers through’
with the palm to the chin and controls the attacker’s knife arm
(Fig 11).

The above techniques work due to the defender moving
before the attacker gains a dominant position. But what if
you are caught unawares? Take this situation (Fig 12), the
attacker has his prey up against a wall with a knife to his
throat. This situation is in fact better for the defender than it
first appears. The attacker has only the point of the knife
towards his would-be victim. This suggests that he is using the
knife more to scare his target. As I stated earlier, in the majority
of cases it is probably best to just handover your wallet, but
what if the attacker is high on drugs, unstable, etc? In this
case you may feel that he will cut you anyway. Given this
scenario the defender starts to get his wallet and hands it to
the attacker (Fig 13). Note that the attacker’s attention is
momentarily on the money and he slightly relaxes his knife
hand. The defender then Pak-Sau’s (short sharp hit) the
attacker’s knife hand and chops to his throat (Fig 14). This
position can be thought of as an ‘opener’, from here the would-
be ‘victim’ can use a plethora of different attacks to incapacitate
his attacker. (Fig 15

The vast majority of people will never be attacked. Even
less will be assaulted at knifepoint. In the main, it is always
advisable to give up your cash to a mugger, why take the risk!
However, should you find yourself in a situation with no
alternative but to confront the attacker the techniques above
could literally save your life

By Peter Walfisz

Fig 10 Fig 11

Fig 12

Fig 13

Fig 14 Fig 15
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The most stable place on anything
that moves is at its centre. At the
eye of the tornado, all is quiet and

still, even though on the outside there
may be a raging force of destructive wind,
water and energy. A tree’s branches
move a great deal and its leaves even
more, but close to the earth, the trunk
stays more firm.

In our body, our center is located
below the navel and this is where our
energy is stored and cultivated. So
precious is this area that Daoists called it
by the name Dantian. Dantian means
crystal field. In the past, and even today,
when a Buddhist or Daoist master is
cremated, their ashes will be checked for
bits of crystal which is their Dan that they
have cultivated through their practise. The
more we practise Qigong, the stronger
our Dan will become and this area will
even feel solid and full.

I asked my class the other day,
“How big is your Dantian?” One of the
students pointed to their Qihai point and
said it was the size of this point. Another
spread their hands to the size of a large
grapefruit, indicating the Dantian was
that size.

Actually, the size of our Dantian
will change. The more Qi we store, then

the larger this
area will

become. I
h a v e

never had a flat tummy and so this area
has never seemed particularly solid, but
always a bit marshmallowy. However,
over the years, I have noticed that there
is a solidness there that is not muscle. It
is particularly noticeable after practicing
the Hard Qigong. This is actually my Dan.

The Dantian is very important for
the body. When our Qi is settled at the
Dantian, our minds will be more clear
and we can develop our wisdom more.
But if we always have too many thoughts
crowding around so that we find it hard
to concentrate, then we need to settle
the Qi. This is the first step we take in
practising Qigong. When our kidneys
develop stronger Qi, then the Dantian
will also develop. One cannot just try to
‘make’ the Dantian develop, it must
come from gathering and storing
postnatal Qi.

When the Dantian Qi is right,
then we will even walk differently.
Someone once remarked that they
could tell I was a martial artist by the
way I moved, because my Qi was sunk
down in my body. Some people will walk
with a bounce, coming up onto their toes
with each step. This will actually force
the Qi to keep pushing up to the top of
the head, and so they are constantly
losing Qi and over-stimulating their
mind.

When we are children, we
already know how to move from our
center. If you watch a toddler drop
something on the floor, do you notice
how they pick it up? They do not bend
over with straightened legs but they
bend their knees while keeping the
back almost straight, and then they
will pick up the object. They use
perfect horse stance, the foundation
of all traditional martial art skill.

Today, our legs and bones are
generally very weak from not using
the body enough. So even if you take
lots of calcium and vitamins, if you
do not move and develop the
kidneys and Dantian, then you will
still develop osteoporosis. Kidney Qi
feeds the bone marrow and this in
turn gives us our vitality. Men are
born with larger, denser bones and

so their pre-natal Qi is generally
already stronger than that of most

ladies. That is why men’s hands are
usually warmer than ladies’ because their
circulation is better.

Ladies, because they lose blood
every month through menstruation, lose
a lot of Qi. This will affect their emotions,
blood pressure, circulation and energy
levels. The liver and kidneys are like a
brother and sister and they support each
other. If one has extra Qi, they will give it
to the other and so help balance the
energy in the body.

A lot of people are concerned with
aerobic exercise and increasing their heart
rate, however, if you have not done
exercise in a long time and go to a fast-
paced exercise class, you can actually
injure the body. Moving Qigong exercises
help us increase the circulation and also
to release negative energy and toxins
from the channels so that Qi and blood
can move in the body freely.

Last year I met a lady who had
developed cancer and then went back to
China to have chemotherapy. Somehow,
the treatment damaged her vocal cords
and so they had to stop. By the time she
had come back home, she had lost a lot
of weight and her bones looked very
brittle. She looked very tired and weak
and her voice was very hoarse. She said
that she could not take any more chemical
treatments, so her friend suggested to her
to try some Qigong. However, she did
not believe in the Qigong but she said
that she would just do some acupuncture
instead.

Do you think that this will work,
when the body is so depleted? From my
Qigong experience, I do not believe so.
Acupuncture will open any blockages in
the body so it can release the sick Qi and
let fresh Qi go through the channels, but
she is already so weak that there is very
little Qi left in her body. Also, once the
channels are open, if she does not have
fresh, healthy Qi, then she will actually
lose what energy she has and become
even weaker. Just having acupuncture
alone will not give her new Qi.

That is why the Yellow Emperor’s
Classic says that movement relaxes and
stretches the body and releases and
gathers Qi. The Dantian is like a safety
deposit box where we store our most
valuable things. If we do not take care of
our Qi and keep it safe, then we will lose
something very precious indeed

By Sihnkei. sihnkei@qimagazine.com

The Dantian

Qigong and Taijiquan practitioners always talk about the Dantian. But what is it?
Without knowing our Centre we can never really understand balance and without
balance we will never be entirely healthy or content.
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Ma was looking up at the sky. “Why
is it that some people seem to
be good at everything?” he

asked. Chan looked over with a puzzled
look on his face. “What do you mean?”
he replied. “Well,” explained Ma, “I have
a cousin, he seems to be good at
everything. He is good at his school work,
OK, some subjects he is better at than
others, but he is always near the top of
the class. Once he decided to try painting
and he was good at that as well. Then
he decided to take up horse riding and
he was good at that, in fact he is good
at almost anything he tries and picks it
up so easily! All his friends think he is an
immortal!” exclaimed Ma. “Are you
jealous of him?” asked Chan. Ma
shuffled about uneasily, “A little I guess,”
he said. “He does sound very talented,”
conceded Chan. “He seems to have
the potential to do anything,” said Ma.

“What is he doing now?” asked
Chan. Ma looked at him and thought,
“Hmmm, I don’t know, I don’t think
he does anything. Last time he told
me he was bored and couldn’t be
bothered.”

“You should not confuse talent
with potential, Little Brother,” said
Chan. “Are they not the same thing?”
asked Ma.

Chan beckoned Ma to sit
down and began to tell him a story.

There were once two brothers
who were twins. Both of them were
very clever but in different ways. One
brother could pick up things very
quickly. He only needed to be shown
something a couple of times before
he got the hang of it. The other
brother was not so quick, but he could
work things out and keep going no
matter how long it took him.

Their parents wanted to them to
make something of themselves, so they
sent them to a very famous teacher.
Before the teacher accepted them he set
them a test and then he left them to it.

After a few minutes, the quick
brother nodded his head and got up. He
then began to walk around the room
looking at different things, picking them
up and examining them and then putting
them back down. Soon he had worked
his way around the entire room.

The other brother on the other
hand sat down and thought a great deal
about the task. About 10 minutes after
his brother had got up he realised what
the answer to the test was, but he did
not get up to see what his brother was
doing, instead he stayed where he was.

After an hour the teacher came
back into the room. He asked them both
if they had worked out the answer to
his test. They both said yes. The teacher
nodded and then asked the quicker
brother to approach him. The brother
got up excited at the thought of being
accepted. The teacher said, “There is no
doubt that you are very talented and
very quick. But I do not believe that you

have the

potential to succeed as my student. I am
very sorry, you will have to go home.”
The quick brother was very surprised, but
he thanked the teacher and left the
room. The teacher beckoned the other
brother to come over. He thought that
he must also have failed, but was
equally shocked when the teacher
announced that he was accepting him
as a student.

The brother was pleased but also
puzzled. “Sifu, I don’t understand. My

brother is much more
talented than me, why
have you accepted me and
not him?” The teacher
smiled and nodded. “I
expected you to ask me
this. There is no doubt that
your twin brother is able
to learn quickly. In this way
he is definitely stronger than you are.
However, although you may take longer,
you will take your time and make sure
you get things correct. Your talent is that
you are conscientious. Added to this you
are able to dedicate yourself and work
hard. Thus you have the potential to be
my student.”

Chan looked at Ma. “Do you
understand?” he asked him. Ma

shook his head. “Talent is one
thing, but talent on its own
does not guarantee that you
will succeed. Look at your
cousin and the brother in
the story. They learn very
quickly, but your cousin is
not doing anything with
this ability and the
brother was not
accepted. This is because
they are both lazy and
easily bored. They know
they can pick things up
quickly and rely on this
fact. Once they think
they know, then they
turn to something else.
If they make a habit of
this they can easily
become big-headed
because they think they
are so good. Unless they

change, they will find that
they will not succeed. The most

important thing is the ability to stick to
something and work at it. Imagine, if your
cousin chose just one of the things he was
good at and worked hard at it, what he
could achieve. If he was able do this then
he would have huge potential.“

“Do not confuse talent and
potential as they are not the same things
and do not compare yourself too closely
with others, as you are not the same
people.”

By Darryl Moy.
darryl@qimagazine.com

Potentially Talented
Everyone has a talent, they just have to recognise it. Everyone

has a potential, they just have to live up to it.
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Chen Style Taiji
19 FormIn order to understand Chen Tajiquan a good

understanding of the 19 Form is very important.

Simple and Natural is my Method.” This is a line from a
poem I wrote and I always think about it and try to
follow it. Life Is too complicated now and this makes
us exhausted. Chen Style Taijiquan is a fascinating
subject. Beginners start with the simplest form, which

is the 19 Form as there are only 19 movements. A lot of forms
are named by the number of movements in them, as they are
all Taijiquan. The pattern might be different, but inside the
movements are the same and repeat.

When studying Chen Style Taijiquan, there is a certain
character or attitude that you must adopt. The most obvious is
the Chan Si Jing (Silk Reeling Energy). In all the different
styles of Taijiquan the movements must come from the waist.
In Chen style this is more obvious. The other styles are less
obvious as they use higher positions. Some people call this
Pulling Silk Energy or Chou Si Jing. No matter whether it is
Chan Si Jing or Chou Si Jing, both types of energy are used in
Taijiquan. My teacher, Grandmaster Chen Xiao Wang says that
both are important.

“A long journey is based on the first step.”
“A ten thousand foot skyscraper begins on the ground.”
Both these sayings are quite right. You have to get the

beginning right. If you can master the Chen 19 Form, then
your Taijiquan can be good in the future. It is also true that if
your 19 Form is not good, then all the long forms and fast
form (Cannon Fist) will not be good. You can guarantee this.

To get the movements of the 19 Form right you must
remember the following:

1. Relax
2. Have the correct posture
3. Make the upper body relaxed, lower body firm
4. Make sure all movements come from the Dantian
5. Develop Fajing (power)

If you can manage this, then you will get tremendous
benefit and you will also become addicted to it.

The 19 Form was arranged by my teacher, Grandmaster
Chen Xiao Wang.

i. Stand still with your feet together. Fig 1
ii. Bend your knees, but keep your back straight.Fig 2
iii. Slowly shift your weight onto your right leg and lift up your

left foot. Fig 3

iv. Move your left foot out to the side, then shift your weight
until it is even on both legs. Your feet should be shoulder
width apart. Fig 4
Make sure that your back is straight. Breathe naturally

throughout the whole form (apart from when you Fajing). Your
mouth should be closed and your eye should be open, but not
focused on any one particular area. Your mind should only think
about the movement you are doing. Relaxation is the most
important thing.

Keep your weight on your right leg when you are opening
your stance Do not shift any weight on to your left leg until you
have opened the stance and put your foot down. There is also no
need to think about the Qi (energy), let it flow naturally. Let
your mind relax and then your Qi will sink to your Dantian. Let
your energy settle for a while after your have completed the
movement. If at the beginning you do get the distance right, then
you can adjust the width of your stance.

Everything has a beginning. In the Yijing it tells us that
everything is created from nothing so we say “Wuji creates Taiji”.
Wu means from nothing and Ji means subject, thing or object it
also means limited. Tai means big or very, Ji is the same. This
means nothing to something, so this part is preparation, before
we are going to do the movements. You need to stand still for a
while to let everything calm down and relax, so there is no
tension. The Qi flows naturally, the mind is empty and the weight
is on the legs. When everything is right, the Qi will sink to your
Dantian automatically.

1. Relaxed Standing Position

“

Fig 1 Fig 2

Fig 3 Fig 4
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2. Jingang Comes Out from the Temple

i. Slowly lift both hands to shoulder height. Fig 5
ii. Slowly lower both hands to waist level. Fig 6
iii. Two hands move up to the left side, the left palm should

face out and the right should face up. Fig 7
iv. Circle the palms so the right palm faces out and the left to

face up. Fig 8
v. Turn the right foot on its heel, so that it points to the right

and shift the weight onto the left leg. Fig 9
vi. Now shift your weight onto your right leg.
vii. Lift up your left leg and step forwards. The weight should

remain more on the right leg. Fig 10
viii. Drop both hands back and down to waist level. The left

palm should face down and the right should face up. Your
eyes should look at your hands, but don’t drop your head.
Fig 11

ix. Shift your weight slightly forwards onto the left leg so that
the weight it at the centre of the body, both hands move
forwards a little bit. Fig 12

x. Bring the left hand forwards, with a little spiral energy and
then turn it the palm to face your chest .Fig 13

xi. Step forwards with the right foot, but keep your weight on
your left foot. At the same time bring the right hand up in
front of the chest and circle the left hand back so that it
drops on top of the right with the palm down. The left
finger should lightly touch the right wrist. Fig 14

Jingang is a material that is mentioned in Buddhist sutras. It
is supposed to be the strongest material of all, even stronger
than diamonds. In the sutras it says, “Jingangis the essence of
all the strong materials.” It is the best of the best, so why can’t

we see it? This is because we do not live in a balanced world, so
we cannot see it, in the same way that because we keep polluting
the air we will never know what truly fresh air smells like. Fresh
air is not just oxygen.

It is said that Jingang is used in the statues in Buddhist
temple. In the temples are four statues: the four Great Jigangs. In
Tajiquan we use this name to identify a strong person, with a
strong spirit stepping out of the temple. So this movement should
bring up the spirit when we perform it.

If you have studied the Laojia (Old Frame) or Xinjia (New
Frame) you will know that his movement come from the original
movement “Jingang Pounds the Mortar”, however in this
movement we do not stamp of hit the fist into the palm (although
we do this at the end of the form).

When you do this movement, you must keep the back straight
at all times. Make sure that the movement comes from the waist,
even when moving the hands, remember that everything actually
comes from the waist. Pay attention to where the weight should
be and do not miss it, otherwise your movement will be very bad
and you will not be able to balance when you come to practise
Tui Shou (pushing hands) in the future.

Always maintain the relaxation in the upper body and when
you turn and spiral, make sure that the shoulder do not lift up.
This means that the Qi must be sunk to the Dantian. Remember
the weight should be on the legs, if you are a beginner or if you
are not so strong, keep a higher posture instead of going so low.
Going low does not mean that you have a high level of Taijiquan.

Fig 5 Fig 6 Fig 7 Fig 8 Fig 9

Fig 10 Fig 11 Fig 12 Fig 13 Fig 14
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3.Lazily Tying the Cloth

i. Drop both hands
down to Dantian level
and slightly to the left.
Fig 15
ii. Step out with your
right foot, but keep the
weight on the left leg. Fig
16
iii. Lift both hands up to
shoulder level. The right
arm should stretch out to
the left and the left hand
should come close to the

right shoulder. Shift your weigh to your right leg, so that
there is about 60% on the right leg and 40% on the left
leg. Fig 17

iv. Push the right hand out to the right with the palm facing
out. Meanwhile, bring the left hand down to the waist.
Your eyes should be looking at the right hand. Fig 18

v. At the end turn your body back to the front and look
forwards. The right hand turn so the palm faces the front
and the fingers are more upright and the left hand turns to
hold the waist. Fig 19

“Lazily Tying the Cloth”. Why are we lazy and what type of
cloth is it? Have you ever seen the traditional Chinese clothes
called “Chang Shan” – Long Clothes? With these clothes, the
overcoat was very long and covered the trousers. It you had to
defend yourself, they were quite awkward to fight in, so you
either had to take them off, tie them back with a sash or tuck
them into your trousers.

Another way would be to grab them with one hand and hold
them to the side while you fight with the other hand. This is
where this movement gets it’s name from. However it only looks
like this, it does not mean we wear this type of clothing. In fact
the application is the left hand grabs your opponent’s hand
and then the right hand can be hitting or pushing them.

As with all the movements, the movement must come from
the waist and you must pay careful attention to this. In the
right hand you can clearly see the Chan Si Jing (spiral energy
power). The weight should also be distributed carefully, 60%
on one leg and 40% on the other. This is a very special way of
using the weight in Chen Taijiquan. When you come to do Tui
Shou, you can easily shift your weight from right to left and left
to right. Then your opponent will find it hard to control you.

The toes and the knees should turn out and this will form a
circle in the lower body. When you can form a circle, you will
find all the joints will have room to turn and therefore perform
the Chan Si Jing. When you can do this well, you will be able to
move around any pressure that come into you and also move
forwards at the same time.

If you cannot make the joints relaxed then you will be too
stiff and your opponent will be able to find your centre of gravity.
You must never let your opponent know where your centre of
gravity is, otherwise he will be able to control you.

This name Lazily Tying the Cloth is very commonly used,
however another name that was also used in the old times was,
Hold and Brush the Cloth. In Chenjiagou (Chen Village) the
pronunciation of these two names is very similar. Even in
Mandarin and Cantonese, the pronunciation is very similar. In
the old days, teacher often taught the student using poems and
phrases, so the teacher would recite the poem and the student
would perform the movement. There were very few books. So
you can see how the names can get slightly confused when they
sound very similar. In Yang Style Taijiquan there is a similar
movement and the name is Holding the Magpie’s Tail. In Chinese
this also has a similar pronunciation. However, the meaning
and application are the same. We should not fight over which is
the right name when we are studying if we want to become a
master of Taijiquan.

4. Step Forwards Diagonally

i. Turn the right hand to face you. Fig 20
ii. Keep rotating the right hand down to the right of your

waist, at the same time turn the left toes to the left so that
your body turn to face the left. Also at the same time bring

up the left hand. Fig 21
iii. Shift your weight on
to your left leg and bring
your right leg up in front
of you, so that you are
now standing on your left
leg. Meanwhile, bring
your right hand up and
forwards and drop the
left hand to the left side
of your body, palm facing
down. Fig 22

Fig 15 Fig 16 Fig 17 Fig 18

Fig 19

Fig 20
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iv. Step forwards with the right leg, but keep the weight on
the left, the right hand should push forwards slightly and
the left hand should push back slightly. Fig 23

v. Shift the weight forwards, drop the right hand and bring
the left hand up and forwards. The weight should be at the
centre. Fig 24

vi. Continue shifting the weight forwards and bring the left
foot up so that you are standing on your right leg. The left
hand should now be up and the right hand down.

vii. Take a large step with the left foot and allow the left hand
to extend forwards a little bit more. Fig 25

viii.Turn your waist to the right, meanwhile turn your right palm
upwards. Fig 26

ix. Bring the right hand up to your ear. Fig 27
x. Shift your weight, stretching the back so that it is almost

straight and lean your body forwards over the left leg. Fig
28

xi. Straighten up and bring your left hand up to the left side
and allow the hand to change into a hook. The back should
now be straight. Fig 29

xii. Turn the right and let the right hand open out to the right
side. The weight should now be 60% on the left leg and
40% on the right. The body is turned diagonally. When you
complete the movement allow the Qi to sink back to the
Dantian. Fig 30
This movement is based on the Old Frame’s Step Forwards

Diagonally. In the Old Frame, we only need to do one step before
doing the movement, Step Forwards Diagonally, but in the 19
Form, we need to walk forward two steps. One thing you will
notice is that it is similar to Single Whip, This movement is also
known as Middle Whip. The difference is the right hand is a
hook in Single Whip not the left and the body is facing to the
front, not turned diagonally.

In Taijiquan, there are many “hooks” and many people do
not understand them. The hook is a Qinna skill. Qin means grab

and Na means take away. So it is a locking, grabbing and
trapping skill. In Northern Chinese skills a lot of wrestling
techniques have developed and in the south there are more
hitting techniques. Taijiquan has both, but Taijiquan is not the
only style that has the hook hand technique, some other martial
arts like Shaolin Quan have it as well. So you see one hand
grabs and the other one hits. So Step Forwards Diagonally and
Single Whip have the same application only on different sides.
So why do we need to walk diagonally? This is because the
movement also teaches the shoulder strike and this is why we
lean forwards. Taijiquan teaches us to use the whole body, we
do not just push and pull, and punch and kick.

In most styles it is very common to have the back upright so
this movement is unusual as you lean forwards. However it must
still follow the principles of Taijiquan. The Dantian is the centre,
like a ball, so when we lean we must keep this centre. As long as
you are not crooked and you rotate the body from the Dantian,
like it is a ball, then you are alright.

to be continued... by Michael Tse

Fig 21 Fig 22 Fig 23 Fig 24

Fig 25 Fig 26 Fig 27 Fig 28

Fig 29 Fig 30
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Once you start to build your technical
ability and understanding of Wing
Chun you can find yourself hitting

a plateau where it seems that there is
very little improvement in your level of
ability, where you settle into the
established pecking order of a class and
where further development can be slow
and ponderous and at times non-existent.
Part of this can be because the people
you train with each week are developing
alongside you, so objective
measurement of your own progress is
hard to assess. It can also be due partly
to the assimilation process of making the
skill fit your temperament, and of
course, your aptitude. It could also
be that you are expecting your
progress to be totally driven by
your teacher. When the last
point occurs then you will
make slow progress
because the relationship
becomes one-sided.

It has always been
a curiosity to me that
early on while you are
building a foundation,
learning the first form
Siu Lim Tao), you need
some of the techniques
and principles emph-
asised in the later forms
in order to develop your
Chi Sau skill. The skills
honed here are quite often
learned literally on the move
from training with your partners long
before you come to learn about them in
more depth studying a form. Stepping
and turning is a case in point, both of
whichare emphasized in Tsum Kiu, a form
that is often studied after six to eight
months practice. Clearly by this stage you
will have learned something about
movement under pressure. You have
accumulated the basics and have learned
to put them together in your Chi Sau,
but “it just ain’t happening for ya!’
Believe it or not all the answers are there
already. You just have to experiment as
the combination of movement coming
from what you know is only limited by
your application of them.

Hitting a plateau in learning is a
time when your desire to improve and
your temperament are being tested and

diligence at this stage will help to build
character as well as skill. Here is some
good advice to remember from
Grandmaster Ip Chun that can be
applied universally to any endeavour,
although he was referring to Wing Chun
when he said, “Relax your mind, use
your energy, do more practise” Basically
do not prejudge the result and work hard
if you want to be successful.

I use the example of having a
tool shed like the one at the end of my
garden that over the years has
accumulated all the equipment to
complete any DIY project you care to

m e n t i o n .
J u s t

because I
have all the tools, doesn’t

necessarily guarantee my skill and
quality when I apply myself to any of
the tasks necessary to maintain my
property. Believe me, I have learnt this
one from hours of trying and learning,
which has seen me go from happy
optimist at the start of a project to the
brink of madness near the end. This is
known in my household as ‘werewolf
syndrome’. These tools are mine but I
don’t use them often enough to get
really good with them and it can be a
source of frustration as I always try to
do well if I turn my hand to something.

But in my heart I know success
all boils down to the one thing and that
one thing is practice. Don’t be hard on
yourself if you can only train once a week

in a formal class, your progress will be
slow and steady and it may well take
years to reach a decent level of
accomplishment if you only rely on this.
Although I advocate patience, I still
believe that in order to maximize the
benefit, between classes you should set
up a solo routine and build in some goals
for yourself. Ask a classmate to be a
training partner and meet outside class
as working one on one helps motivation
and makes learning more interesting. It
helps you to make good progress
consolidating the formal lessons; a factor
I feel is missing in a lot of people’s
approach.

Train with the tools you have and
do not worry about what you haven’t
accumulated yet. The great thing about
Wing Chun is that you learn all about it
in the first six months, no secrets, the rest
of the forms and weapons reinforce the
points made early on in different ways.

Solo training should involve some
stretching, balance training, leg
strengthening, form practice and footwork
training. The butterfly knives will
strengthen your wrists and give you a tight
fist and reinforce your empty hand work
and the pole will give you strong legs,
back, shoulders and arms and does
wonders to test your will power. Taking
fifteen minutes to perform Siu Lim Tao
on one leg will both strengthen your legs
and help your balance. A technique I have
used and sometimes still do to develop
accurate kicks on the move is to suspend
a tennis ball by putting some string
through it and then see how often I could
kick it without putting the kicking leg
down. You can try this if you do not have
a wooden dummy. The aim is not to kick
hard but rather to keep your balance and
to train the supporting leg. It gives you
something to focus on rather than kicking
air and the ball moves!! For handwork, a
traditional boxers speed ball will help your
hand eye coordination and help you with
striking a moving target and they don’t
cost that much.

None of these are a substitute for
hours of Chi Sau training so take every
chance you can get to do this.

The only limitation set on your
development is what you think about
yourself. How good do you want to be?
Go on, get off your plateau!

By John Hayes. john@qimagazine.com

Getting off Your Plateau

How many times have you ever thought to youself “I’m not getting any better!”
This can be a frustrating time, but you need to make the best use of it as, like
everything in life, it has its purpose.
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Despite our continual knowledge about the physical world Buddhists, Daoists,
Hindus, Incas, and other ancient peoples, regarded the world as an illusion, so how
much can we really ‘know’ for certain?

The Illusion of Time
Some postulate that there is no past

and future, only present; that time
itself is like a great river; we can

embark and disembark at different points
but it is all the same river. If you look
through a lens at a holographic dish the
entire hologram can be viewed at any
point. Thus, similarly, the universe is
present at every point in time, and the
past and future are likewise present.

When you watch a movie each
second on screen comprises twenty-four
frames of celluloid film. Each frame, or
moment, is a separate but complete
piece of action that is perfectly still;
nothing enters or leaves the frame,
or appears or disappears. The
projector runs the frames past the
lens rapidly so that the action on-
screen creates the illusion of motion.
In our daily waking lives the thinking
mind sees everything constantly in
motion and changing continuously,
just like the projector lens, but the
still mind registers the present, which
is like holding the film up to the light
and seeing the individual frames,
then the whole world’s movement
stops and every moment is infinitely
still and complete. There is no time,
and nothing appears or disappears.
You lose the still mind by following
your conceptual thinking, believing
that this is real.

The present moment is
used simply to distinguish the past
from the future. However, it is very
difficult to pinpoint since a fraction
of a second before the present
moment exists in the past while a
fraction after it lies in the future. The
second we attempt to capture the
present moment by exclaiming “Now!”
as soon as the word is uttered we are
already in the past. Both past and future
depend on the present but we experience
only the present. Only in the present are
we really alive, as the past has already
happened and the future has not yet
arrived.

When we see the astral bodies in
the skies the present is not really the
present. If the sun were to burn out right

now we would not know about it for
another eight minutes, as that’s how
long it takes for the light to reach us from
the sun. The Hercules constellation is
27,000 light years away, which means
that we see it as it appeared 27,000
years ago, before the first ever human
city, or the invention of the bow and
arrow! The light from distant stars may
take millions of years to reach us, so we

know how the stars looked in the past
but not their present status.

Imagine standing on the roadside,
observing the traffic. In your field of view,
up and down the street, the traffic you
see is the present. Traffic having passed
out of view is the past, and that which is
yet to appear is the future. Suddenly a
voice above calls out, making
astoundingly accurate predictions
regarding the make and colour of the
cars approaching out of view. You might
be tempted to think it’s a supernatural

or Divine being when in reality it is just
someone several floors up with a much
greater view of the street. His present
includes part of what you see as the past
and future; he is reading your future from
his present. Higher up, at the top of the
building, where there is an even greater
view (symbolic of higher consciousness)
future and present cease to be and there
is only the present. From your limited
perspective, at street-level, there
appeared to be a past and future but
it’s all just one and the same.

Time is connected to space and is
relative to how fast an object travels
through space. As you begin to reach the
speed of light time slows down, and when
you equal the speed of light time
becomes stationary. So, in theory (at
least) travelling faster than the speed of
light then we should be able to travel
backwards in time. But, according to
Einstein’s Special Theory of Relativity, as
we approach the speed of light the whole
universe becomes concentrated into an

infinitely thin and consequently infinitely
dense barrier in the direction in which
we are travelling. The force of friction
would increase accordingly so it is
impossible for an object to actually reach
the speed of light. The physical world can
be thus defined by space and time, but
what happens when the consciousness
is removed from the physical world?

In a realm far, far beyond the
gravitation of the earth where time does
not exist, you cannot know which was
yesterday, or today, or tomorrow. When
time is gone, the future and past also
goes. There is only eternity. In eternity
there is no yesterday and tomorrow, it is
just here and now

By Adam Wallace.
adam@qimagzine.com

“There is no such
thing as past, present

and future.”
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Feng Shui Children’s
Room Part II

21.If the child’s bed is too big, they will
more likely misbehave and not like
to listen to their parents. At the same
time, it can be that when they grow
up, they can be very ambitious.
However, some children will go the
opposite way and will feel very
insecure and cry very easily.

22.If they child’s bed is too small, the
child will not like to go out and make
friends with other children. They will
like to stay in their own world and
always want the parents around
them.

23.If the child’s bed is a bunk bed and
they sleep on top, they will not be
afraid of heights and they will like to
stand on top of high things and even
like mountain climbing or other
exciting sports or challenging things
when they grow up.

24.If the child’s bed is the lower bunk
bed, they will like to stay at home,
listen to the parents and do things
step by step. They will not like to take
risks and will like to follow rules.

25.If the child’s bed is on the floor, (like
an air mattress or other mattress), or
is a portable bed that is put away in
the daytime, then the child will not
grow up to be very ambitious. They
can be a little bit lazy or laid back.
They will not put too much effort on
their life and will try to do things the
easy way.

26.If the child is a boy and shares the
room with other brothers, he will be
very sociable and get along with
other people more easily in the
future. If they are the elder sibling,

they will have leadership potential in
the future. If the child is the youngest
sibling, they will learn how to adapt
themselves to all kinds of
circumstances.

27.If the child is a girl and shares the
room with her brothers, she will learn
to be independent and strong.

28.If the child is a boy and shares the
room with his sisters, he will learn to
be more careful for things and be
more detailed. He will be a good
assistant.

29.If the child’s bed is next to the parents’
bed, they will have a very good bond
together, even when they are older.
However, it will take a long time for
all of them to be independent.

A large bed
may lead to
bad behaviour

A bunk bed will
have different
effects whether
the child sleeps
on the top or
the bottom
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30.If a child has their own bedroom
without sharing with others, then they
will be quite independent and will have
their own ideas. However, they might
not be very sociable and can be a bit
selfish and hard to give into others'
thinking.

31.If the bedroom is dark, the child will
be very insecure and can get ill very
easily.

32.If the bedroom is very bright, the child
will be very outgoing and positive on
the good side, but on the negative side,
the child can be aggressive.

33.If in the bedroom there are a lot of
things hanging down from the ceiling
or if the walls have too much
decoration (like posters, etc) and the
room is not tidy, the child will be too
idealistic and not practical in the future.
They will have too much dreaming at
night which can make them lose their
focus.

34.If the ceiling and the walls are very
clear, the child’s mind will be clear.

35.If there is a beam or a light which hangs
down above the bed, this can cause
headache, injury on arms or legs or
stomach ache.

36.If they child’s bed is next to the window
and they can see outside and have good
air coming in, they will be clever and
smart and have good studies in the
future.

37.If the wall at the end of the bed has
no decoration at all, then the child will
have too much worry and insecurity.

38.If the child has a television or computer
in their room and they play on it a lot,
they will be very hard to control and
their mind will be hard to settle. These
kind of things should be in the living
room.

39.If the room is untidy, the child will grow
up to be lazy and have no discipline
and will make the parents worry. They
can easily get involved in bad things.

40.If the child’s room is very tidy, the child
will find out the way to survive and
build up their own life. The parents will
not need to worry because the child
should also be very successful

By Michael Tse.

A temporary
bed will lead to
them looking
for the easy
way

Things hanging from the
ceiling will lead to day
dreaming
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Ways to Reform
Liao Fan’s Four
Lessons:

Ways to Reform
Liao Fan’s Four
Lessons:

What does “changing from the
heart” mean? Although we have
thousands of different faults,

they all stem from the heart, from the
mind. If my heart is still of thoughts, the
actions will not arise and faults can be
avoided. Practitioners do not have to try
to eradicate faults such as the desire for
fame, sex, profit, or anger, one by one.
All we need is a sincere heart to practice
good deeds. As long as our hearts are
virtuous and kind, then naturally our
minds will not have any improper
thoughts.

“Demons do not appear during
the day.” This is the essence, the key to
our change. Since all mistakes stem from
the heart. It is like getting rid of a
poisonous tree. If we want to put an end
to it, we uproot it altogether so it cannot
grow again. Why exert ourselves to no
avail by pulling out its leaves one by one
and cutting it twig by twig?

The best way to reform our faults
is through cultivating our hearts for purity
will surface right away. If my heart is
pure, I can recognise and stop an
improper thought as soon as it arises.
The immoral idea will disappear the
moment I am conscious of it.

If I am unable to succeed at
reforming my faults through changing
the heart, then I will try at the level of
understanding, knowing the reasons why
I need to make the change. If I cannot
succeed with this, then I will try to reform
by changing through behaviour. The best
way is to cultivate the heart and
understand the reasons behind the need
to change. It is foolish if we ignore the
best way that is to reform from the heart,
and confine ourselves to the inferior way
of reforming through behaviour. But
even when we vow to change, assistance
is needed to truly reform. We will need
constant reminders from genuine friends
who witness our actions in every day life.
As for our good and bad thoughts, we
can ask the beings and spirits of Heaven
and Earth to be our witnesses. We also
need to be diligent and to sincerely regret

day and night. If we can honesty
regret for one to two weeks, one
to three months, then in this way,
we are assured of attaining good
results.

What are the benefits of
contrition? We may feel very much at
ease and our hearts may feel light and
generous. An unintelligent person may
suddenly become wise. Another might
maintain a clear and relaxed mind even
in a disturbing and confusing
environment. Our minds will be more
clear and our compassion will increase
enabling us to no longer feel anger upon
seeing an enemy and remain happy.

We may dream of spitting out
black things, of having ancient sages or
virtuous people encourage and escort us,
or we may dream of flying in space. We
may dream of colourful pennants and
ornately decorated canopies. Such
phenomena are indications of a successful
reform and a dissolving part of past
offences. However, we must not consider
seeing these phenomena as signs of
perfection. Instead, we must resolve to
further improve ourselves and work even
harder to reform.

(An example is Boyu Qu.) At
twenty, he was already mindful of his
faults, had analysed them, and tried to
thoroughly correct them. At the age of
twenty-one, he felt that he still had not
completely corrected all of them. At
twenty-two, he felt as if twenty-one was
wasted, without any real improvement.
Thus, year after year, he continued to
correct his faults. When he reached fifty,
Boyu still felt that the past forty-nine
years were filled with wrong doings. This
was how particular our ancestors were
regarding the correction of our faults!

We are all just ordinary people
with mistakes as numerous as a

porcupine’s
s p i n e s .
Often when
we look back,
we do not even
see our faults because
we are careless and do not
know how to reflect on our actions. It is
as if a cataract is growing in our eye. All
these are symptoms of having
accumulated too many offences! Our
hearts may feel confused and oppressed,
lacking energy. We will become extremely
forgetful and filled with worries even
when nothing is happening, feel
embarrassed and depressed upon
meeting a virtuous person, or become
displeased at hearing proper reasoning.
When kind to others, we will be met with
hostility. We may have nightmares where
everything is upside down, and talk
incoherently and behave abnormally.
These are all signs of misfortune. If we
have any of these symptoms, we must
immediately reinforce our will power to
correct all of our faults. It is necessary to
start now and not delay.

to be continued...
The above is a selection from Liao

Fan’s Book of Four Lessons, written in the
Ming Dynasty for his son on how to become a

better person and change his destiny for the
better. This book is available free through the

Centre by request. Please write or call for your
copy, however, please note: There may be a

delay in sending as supplies come from abroad
and is dependent upon available stock.
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Join us for an exciting display of
traditional Chinese martial art

and Qigong skill from Master
Michael Tse and his students as they

celebrate the 15 year anniversary of the
Tse Qigong Centre. Book early to reserve

place as seating is limited.
Note: No cameras or videos allowed at event

Qigong:
Wild Goose Qigong
and others

*Optional Workshop
An optional workshop will follow and you will be able
to try some of the skills you have just witnessed. Even if
you are already a student, it is a good opportunity to
try something you have not done before.

Contact Tse Qigong Centre PO Box 59 Altrincham WA15 8FS. Tel 0161 929 4485 tse@qimagazine.com

Chen Taijiquan
Forms and weapon

Hard Qigong
Demonstrations of
strength and power

Northern Shaolin
Rare hand forms and
weapons

Wing Chun Kuen
Blindfolded ChiSau &
self defence


